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Abstract
Mathematically this thesis involves an investigation of the non-self-adjomt Sturm- 
Liouville problem comprising the differential equation, y"(x)  +  (A +  ex2)y(x) =  0 
with a linear homogeneous boundary condition at x  =  0 and an “outgoing wave ” 
condition as x —»• oo, m a number of different settings The purpose of such an inves­
tigation is to obtain an accurate estimate for the imaginary part of the eigenvalue 
A
Physically, this singular eigenproblem arises m the mathematical modelling of 
radiation losses m bent fibre-optic waveguides, with the imaginary part of the de­
sired eigenvalue providing a measure of the magnitude of loss due to bending The 
imaginary part of the desired eigenvalue turns out to be of much smaller order
_  i[0 (e  —► 0+] than the perturbation of the real part [ 0 (e ) ,£ —»• 0+] To
overcome the resulting computational difficulties we appeal to the area of exponen­
tial asymptotics and become involved m the smoothing of Stokes discontmumties A 
number of exponentially improved approximations are required for proper estimation  
of I m \  and these are obtained either directly from the literature or by application 
of recent results
The non-self-adjomt nature of the above tunnelling problem results from the un­
usual condition at infinity While we investigate this problem directly, using special 
functions and variational techniques, and obtain an accurate estimate for imagi­
nary part of the desired eigenvalue, an alternative setting is also found This more 
abstract approach involves the theory of “resonance poles” m quantum mechanics 
We show that under certain conditions, satisfied by the tunnelling problem being 
considered, the “eigenvalue” of a non-self-adjomt problem corresponds to a pole in 
the Titchmarsh-Weyl function m(A) for a related but formally self-adjomt problem
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Mathematical prerequisites.
C hapter 1
1.1 Introduction
In mathematical terms this thesis concerns the accurate computation of the imagi­
nary part of the “eigenvalue” of the non-self-adjoint Sturm-Liouville problem com­
prising the ordinary differential equation
y"(x) + {A +  ex2}y(x) = 0, a > e (0 ,oo) ( 1 1 )
with initial condition
y'(0) +  hy(0) = 0 , h >  0 ( 1 2 )
and the “outgoing wave” condition
as x —► oo, y{x) has controlling factor etp(x\  (1 3)
[p(z), a positive function of x]
The “outgoing wave” condition arises from consideration of the physical prob­
lem being modelled [§1 2 ] The unique function p(x) may be determined by the 
Liouville-Green approximation, which uses the substitution y(x) = etp^  to identify 
the controlling factor of the solution as x —> +oo, and for the present problem yields 
p(x) =  ^£ 2 X2
This boundary condition may also be written m a Wronskian format more familiar 
m spectral theory as
lim W[y(x),e l 2 e ^ x  ] =  0
x —>-oo
It is straightforward to show that the model problem has an eigenvalue at A = —h2 
when s — 0, m fact the unperturbed differential equation, y"(x) = —Ay(x),  has 
linearly independent solutions y± = e±!V^ a; The boundary condition at x = 0 
is satisfied only if A takes the value —h2, A =  — h2 is therefore the only possible 
eigenvalue of problem [(1 1)-(1 3)] with £ =  0 The perturbed problem however is 
rendered non-self-adjoint by the form of the boundary condition at infinity 
To see this, denote by L the formal differential operator
Ly = —y" -  e x2y
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and let < , >  denote the usual mner-product m £ 2(0, oo), that is <  u, v > =  f£° u(x)v(x)dx  
for all u ,v  € L 2(0,oo) Then the operator L is self-adjomt iff
<  Lu ,v  >  =  <  u,Lv > ,
where u , v are any functions which satisfy the boundary conditions, (1 2) and (1 3) 
Using integration by parts we find
 ^  r oo   f  oo _____< Lu,v >= -[u'(x)v(x)\0 + /  u'(x)v'(x)dx -  e / x2u(x)v(x)dx,
Jo Jo
  r o o __________  poo _____< u ,L v  > = -[u(x)v'(x)]<?  + /  u ' ( x ) v ' ( x ) d x - £  x 2u(x)v(x)dx
Jo Jo
and the operator is self-adjoint provided
[u '(*Ma:)]“  = [ti(a> 'a )]~
By virtue of the boundary condition at the origin, this is equivalent to the condition
that ____ ____
lim (V(a:Wa;)l =  lim Iu{x)v'(x)\x —*oo v / v x —*oo
Imposing the “outgoing-wave” condition, that is , u(x),v(x )  ~  etp(x\  as x -* oo, we 
find that as x -+ oo [«'(a;)i;(a;)] ~  ip'(x) while [u(x)i>'(a;)] ~  - ip'(x) and the problem 
is non-self-adjoint
It is thus possible for the eigenvalue of the perturbed problem to be non-real, 
and we shall see that the desired eigenvalue is m fact complex The imaginary part 
of this eigenvalue turns out to be of much smaller order [ 0 ( e ~ ^ i ^ ) , £  —* 0+] than 
the perturbation of the real part [0 (e), £ —> 0+ ], with consequent computational dif­
ficulties Correct computation of ImX  leads us into the deep new area of Smoothing 
of Stokes discontinuities or Asymptotics beyond all orders or Exponential improve­
ment of asymptotic expansions We shall show m §1 3 that these three ideas, which 
have emerged over the past three years, are broadly equivalent
The physical problem being treated is essentially one of radiation damping, a 
difficult area of transcendental asymptotics which has yet to be given a satisfactory 
general treatment, even for ordinary differential equations It may be considered as 
a special case of the problems treated by Lozano and Meyer m their broader analysis 
of radiation damping While they consider ordinary differential equations too nasty 
for any application of special functions and become involved with the details of 
connecting WKB solutions across transition points, our rigorous result relies on 
finding exact solutions in terms of special functions The exponential asymptotics 
of such special functions may be constructed from known results
Liu and Wood, [24], consider a generalisation of the present problem, which 
results from replacing the differential equation (1 1) by the more general equation
y"{x) + (A +  £xn)y(x)  =  0, n £ 2 +
When n >  2 no special function solutions are available, and they rely on the method
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of matched asymptotic expansions Their entirely formal approach is similar to that 
of Lozano and Meyer m that they match WKB solutions near transition points 
Obtaining the approximate WKB solution for large x,  which satisfies the outgoing 
wave condition, they proceed to match this to the Airy function approximate solution 
valid near the turning point x = (~X/e)n This turning point will be exponentially 
close to the axis and tend to it as e —► 0+  The resulting combination of Airy 
functions is m turn matched to the WKB solution valid to the left of the turning 
point This approximate solution is then substituted into the boundary condition 
(1 2) to yield the desired eigen-relation
This manuscript is made up essentially of two parts The first uses special 
functions, and develops various exponentially improved approximations to these 
functions, to obtain a good approximation to the desired eigenvalue of the non-self- 
adjomt problem The exponentially improved asymptotics for the gamma function 
are generalised to those for solutions of a class of first order difference equations The 
second relates this result to the theory of resonance poles m quantum mechanics 
We shall start by giving a brief history of the mathematical development of this 
fibre-optics problem, indicating what led us to the current investigation Exponential 
asymptotics are used to overcome the computational difficulties arising from the 
small magnitude of the imaginary part of the desired eigenvalue Thus, because of 
the very recent developments m this area, of Asymptotics beyond all orders , and 
the related smoothing of Stokes’ discontinuities we shall give an overview of recent 
advancements, and the major contributions from m athematicians/physicists such as 
Berry, Olver, Kruskal and Segur, McLeod, Byatt-Smith, Pans and Wood
Two very different but equivalent approaches shall be taken to this problem The 
first, that of Chapter 2, which we term the direct method, involves the estimation of 
the desired eigenvalue of problem [(1 1)-(1 3)] using special functions and exponential 
asymptotics This approach was first taken up by Neal Brazel, following the work of 
Paris and Wood on a similar problem However his investigation of the problem oc­
curred before many of the very recent results on Stokes’ phenomenon/Exponentially- 
lmproved asymptotics were available In fact, it was not until our investigation of 
the problem using the second, more abstract, approach revealed inaccuracies m his 
results that the need for exponentially improved approximations to the gamma func­
tion was realised In Chapter 3, using the work of Batchelder on difference equations 
we shall obtain the required exponentially improved approximations directly from 
the relevant difference equation
We shall verify the result of the above direct method using the more classical 
operator theory /  J-function technique By extending the ideas just used m es­
tablishing the non-self-adjoint nature of our problem we obtain a representation of 
ImX  Then using the known asymptotics of Miller’s parabolic cylinder functions, 
which result from a particular transformation of problem [(1 1)-(1 3)], we obtain the 
desired estimate for ImX  thus verifying our results
The complex number A, whose imaginary part we are trying to estimate, is an 
eigenvalue m the sense that the differential equation has a non-tnvial solution which 
satisfies both boundary conditions when that particular value of A is taken It has 
no direct interpretation in linear operator theory To provide an abstract setting 
we must go to quantum mechanics and the theory of resonances as found m the 
opening chapters of Reed and Simon [40] and paralleled m Titchmarsh’s treatment 
of “pseudo-eigenvalues” [48], although the term “resonance” is never used by Titch- 
marsh Thus our second approach to the optical tunnelling problem, involves setting 
it up as a self-adjomt problem, in which the “outgoing wave” condition is replaced
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by an £ 2(0,oo) condition, and trying to estimate its resonance poles In Chapter 4 
we shall describe the general theory of Titchmarsh-Weyl [47], [48] and indicate how 
it can be adapted to the current problem. We shall then proceed to establish the 
equivalence of these two very different approaches to such problems, under certain 
conditions on the potential functions involved
1.2 M athem atical developm ent o f th e  fibre-optics prob­
lem .
The Sturm-Liouville eigenproblem with which this thesis is concerned arises in the 
area of fibre-optics, or more specifically, in the mathematical modelling of optical 
tunnelling. Its origins lie in an investigation by Kath and Kreigsmann [21] into 
radiation losses in bent fibre-optic waveguides.
Figure 1.1: Geometry of a bent optical fibre.
Briefly, while the design of optical waveguides is based on the principle that a 
flat interface between a vacuum and a material with negative dielectric constant can 
support electromagnetic waves, these waves become unbounded when the interface 
is not flat. It follows that a bent optical waveguide does not trap light perfectly 
Instead of travelling within the core and decaying away from it, the electromagnetic 
wave tunnels into the cladding and radiates away It is in the estimation of this loss, 
due to bending of the fibre, that we are interested
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In their consideration of radiation loss in bent optical waveguides Kath and 
Kreigsmann [21] make no restriction on the type of deformation allowed. They do, 
however, in the interest of simplicity and clarity, make several reasonable approxi­
mations. The radius of curvature is assumed to be large compared to the wavelength 
of light used; the fibre is “gently bent”. In addition, the fibre is taken to be “weakly 
guiding”, that is, deviations from the mean refractive index are assumed small. 
This allows for the replacement of Maxwell’s equations, which govern the behaviour 
of electromagnetic waves, by a scalar wave equation, as it implies that the main 
direction of light propagation is along the axis of the fibre. By constructing a suit­
able co-ordinate system, one which follows the centre-line of the fibre, whilst taking 
curvature into account, they derive the equation
V 22/ +  / ( f ,7 / ) i /  + Ay +  ea{t,ri)y  =  0. (1.4)
(Here £,77 are axes of the co-ordinate system chosen, /(£,r?) is the scaled difference 
in the index of refraction in the core, £ is a small positive number which measures 
the curvature of the fibre and « ( £ ,77) is a function linear in £,r)).
This equation (1.4), together with appropriate boundary conditions, constitutes an
eigenvalue problem in the parameter A; an estimate for the energy loss can be
obtained from the imaginary part of this eigenvalue. Difficulties arise in the solution 
of this problem due to its singular nature and it is hard to put any such analysis on 
a rigorous footing.
In the hope of obtaining explicit solutions to, and gaining a better understanding 
of the mechanics of, such eigenproblems Paris and Wood [34] considered the model 
equation,
i<t>t — ~ 4 >x x  ~  £‘S'(2')</>) ( 1‘5)
with general linear homogeneous boundary condition
^ ,( 0 , 0  + M O , 0 * 0 , (1.6)
h a positive constant.
Their justification for considering this model lies in the fact that they are interested
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m the behaviour of solutions m the cladding region where the perturbation / ( £ ,  »7) m 
the refractive index is zero While having essentially the same structure as (1 4) m 
the cladding, explicit solutions exist for certain choices of 5'(a:) allowing for a more 
m-depth analysis and consequently a better understanding of this generalisation of 
the optical tunnelling problem The case S(x)  =  x,  considered by Pans and Wood 
[34], possesses a solution m terms of Hankel and Airy functions while, as we shall see, 
the problem with S(x) = x2 can be solved in terms of parabolic cylinder functions 
For S(x) -  x n, n >  2, Liu and Wood [24] found it necessary to employ asymptotic 
matching, there being no obvious special function representation
By means of separation of variables Pans and Wood [34] reduce problem [(1 5)- 
(1 6)] to the model o d e  eigenvalue problem
y"(x)  +  {A +  £5(a;)}y(a;) =  0, x  6 ( 0 , 00) (1 7 )
2/ ( 0) +  hy(0) =  0 , h >  0 (1 8 )
with y(x)  possessing a controlling behaviour of the form elp(x) as x —* 00 
The Sturm-Liouville eigenproblem considered in this thesis is a specific case of the 
Pans and Wood model problem The unusual boundary condition at infinity, results 
from the fact that beyond a certain point, the transition point, solutions change from 
being evanescent to propagating and thus take on the form of an “outgoing-wave” 
It should be noted that BurzlafF and Wood m their paper “Optical Tunnelling 
from Square Well Potentials”, [12], consider more realistic, although closely related, 
one-dimensional models for optical tunnelling with a refractive index in the shape 
of a square well They too find it necessary to obtain exponentially improved ap­
proximations, in this instance to the Airy function Bi(x)
This work of Pans and Wood [34] was earned out before the publication of Berry 
[1989] on smoothing of Stokes phenomenon Their paper pointed out the need for 
a result which would justify averaging across Stokes lines While they were able to 
overcome this difficulty in the case S(x)  =  x by an ingenious analysis using special 
functions, it was not until the paper of Berry that a generic form of smoothing was 
given This was subsequently established rigorously by Olver for a wide range of 
special functions in the same year [33]
1.3 R eview  o f E xponentia l A sym p totics.
As already mentioned correct computation of ImX  leads us into the areas of Stokes 
Phenomenon and Asymptotics beyond all orders, due to Kruskal and Segur
The whole area of Asymptotics beyond all orders began with an investigation 
by Kruskal and Segur into crystal growth They found that exponentially small 
phenomena play an important role in such an investigation They came up with a 
method for treating problems m which the governing ordinary differential equation 
involves a small parameter The basis of the Kruskal-Segur method is the extension 
of the problem into the whole complex-plane since, as shall been seen, asymptotic 
expansions do not remain uniformly valid throughout the complex plane
There are numerous examples of this phenomenon m quantum mechanics, start­
ing with the earliest work of Povroskn and Khalatmkov [39] on tunnelling through 
potential barriers, Bender and Wu on the anharmomc oscillator [4], and Simon and 
others on resonances [40], [41] In fact the optical tunnelling problem is just one 
of a class of applications to asymptotics, having arisen recently, which require in­
formation concerning a subdominant, usually transcendentally small, term For an
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additional application the reader is referred to the work of Lozano and Meyer in 
the theory of surface waves trapped by round islands with small seabed slope [25] 
Other problems involving such exponential asymptotics include the Saffman-Taylor 
finger problem [1958, 1986], viscous boundary layers [Byatt-Smith, 1991 , Hooper 
and Gnmshaw, 1985, 1991], and solitary waves with surface tension [ Beale, 1991, 
Byatt-Smith, 1991, Sun and Shen, 1991]
Before delving into the area of exponential asymptotics it is advisable to intro­
duce some notation specific to asymptotics 
< <  The notation
f ( z )  «  g(z), z  -*■ z0,
which reads “/ ( « )  is much smaller than g(z)  as z tends to zq \  means
lim f ( z ) /g ( z )  =  0Z—►ZO
The notation
f ( z )  ~  g(z), z  - f  z0,
which reads “f ( z )  is asymptotic to g(z) as z tends to zq \  means the relative error 
between /  and g goes to zero as z —*■ zo That is,
f ( z ) - g ( z ) « g ( z ) ,  z - + z 0
Two other symbols which are used quite frequently m asymptotics are o() and 0 ( )  
o() The notation
f ( z )  =  o(g(z)), z  -*• z0,
means that f(z) is o f order less that g(z) as z tends to Zo, that is f ( z ) /g ( z )  —► 0 , as 
z z0
0 ( )  The notation
f ( z )  =  0(g(z)) ,  z  -*• z0,
means that f(z) is of order not exceeding g(z) as z tends to zo, that is \ f ( z) /g(z)\  is 
bounded as z —»• zq
Poincare [1886] defined an asymptotic series as follows Let f ( z )  be a function 
of the real or complex variable z, and anz~n a formal power series (convergent
or divergent) Then the series ]T^=o asz ~s is an asymptotic expansion for f ( z ) ,  in 
a given region R,  written
f ( z )  ~  flo +  Y  +  (z  -+ oo m  R),
if Rn(z ) =  0 ( z ~ n) for each fixed value of n, R n(z) being the difference between f ( z )  
and the nth partial sum of the series By Poincare definition we neglect all terms 
m an asymptotic expansion which are exponentially small compared to other terms, 
whereas m the complete sense of Watson such terms are retained whenever they 
have numerical significance It follows that regions of validity differ with definition
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Although the asymptotics of special functions given in books such as Abramowitz 
and Stegun [1] are correct m the sense of Poincaré, they give no information about 
such subdommant exponential terms While the definition of Poincaré was useful in 
that it set asymptotic analysis on a rigorous footing, it was also restrictive m that it 
excluded certain applications and cases where neglected terms are of computational 
importance
Typically, an asymptotic series depending on a large parameter k  and variable z 
has form OO
y ( z , k ) =  M(z,k)exp[k<f>+(z ) ] J 2 Y r ( z ,k),
r = 0
here Yo =  1 and Yr oc k~T, it should be noted that quite often k will be \z\, z  6 
C In general the series is divergent and as such is meaningless when interpreted 
conventionally The usual asymptotics is the study of the series truncated at fixed 
order, r =  N  According to the Poincaré definition the series is then asymptotic if 
the resulting error is of order k~N~1 However, as was known to Stokes nearly half 
a century before Poincaré, much more accurate approximations can be obtained by 
truncation not at fixed order but at the least term, which typically increases with 
k It is common to achieve errors of order e~k with such optimal truncation
The Stokes phenomenon concerns the behaviour of small exponentials while hid­
den behind larger ones This phenomenon is said to he at the very heart of asymp­
totics On the other hand, as remarked by Berry [5], it is impossible to study Stokes 
phenomenon m the framework of the Poincaré definition of an asymptotic expan­
sion The Poincaré definition is inadequate in that it captures only the asymptotics 
of y(z,k) to power law accuracy whereas understanding Stokes multipliers requires 
exponential accuracy Thus the areas of Stokes phenomenon and exponential asymp­
totics are closely related and finding correct multipliers for these recessive terms 
depend crucially on an understanding of Stokes phenomenon
1.3.1 Stokes Phenom enon.
Consider the function
g(z ) =  sm h (l/2) =  (ex!z — e~1^ z)[2
which has leading behaviours
g(z)  ~  e 1 / 2 / 2 , 2  -*■ 0  \argz\ < t t / 2 ,
g(z) ~  e 1^ /2 ,  z —> 0 7t /2  <  argz  <  37r/2
Clearly the asymptotic behaviour of g{z) in the complex plane depends upon the 
path along which the irregular singular point, zo = 0, is approached Asymptotic 
relations m the complex plane must necessarily involve the concept of a sector of 
validity For example, consider functions f ( z )  and g(z ) such that
f ( z ) ~  £(*)> 2 -*■ zo,
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m a certain sector S  of the complex z-plane Then writing
/(*) = 9{z) + [/(*) “  9(z)}
we see that what is meant by uf ( z )  ~  g(z), z  —> zo m S ”, is that the term [f(z)  -  
g{z)\ is small compared to g(z)  m S  That is, g(z ) is dominant while [f(z) -  g(z)\ 
is subdominant in S  On the boundary of S  both terms are of the same magnitude 
and upon crossing the boundary dominant and subdommant terms interchange, with 
[f(z)  -  5(2)] becoming the dominant term while g(z)  becomes subdommant This 
occurrence is known as Stokes phenomenon
Stokes lines are those asymptotes of the curves in the complex plane upon which 
the difference between dominant and subdommant terms is of greatest magnitude In 
the case of linear differential equations, these curves may often be straight lines Sim­
ilarly, anti-Stokes lines are those asymptotes upon which dominant and subdommant 
terms are of equal magnitude anti-Stokes lines thus correspond to the boundaries of 
the sector of validity, S  In the case of just two exponentials, say, e^+(z) and e ^ -W  
as z —► zq the Stokes lines axe asymptotic to the curves Im[<p+(z)  — <f>-{z)\ =  0 while 
the anti-Stokes are given by the asymptotes to the curves Real[4>+(z) -  <f>-(z)] =  0 
A more relevant example of the occurrence of Stokes phenomenon arises m the in­
vestigation of the behaviour of the parabolic cylinder functions for large z Consider 
the parabolic cylinder equation
y"(z) + (v + ± - z 2/4)y(z) = 0
The Liouville-Green method provides a means of obtaining the leading behaviour of 
a solution near an irregular singular point of the differential equation It involves a 
substitution of the form y = es (z\  where S" << {S')2 near the irregular singular 
point combined with the method of dominant balance Applying this method to the 
parabolic cylinder equation shows that leading behaviours to its solutions are of the 
form,
y(z)  ~  c\Z~v~1ez2/ 4, z —> 00 (1 9 )
and
y{z) ~  c2z ue z2!A, z  -» 00 (1 10)
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The parabolic cylinder function D„(z)  is conventionally defined as the solution 
whose asymptotic behaviour is given by (1 10) with c2 — 1 Clearly then the Stokes 
lines occur at arg z=  7r ,|z | —► oo while the anti-Stokes lines occur at arg z =  
± 37r /4 , \z \ - y  oo
Stokes lines — 
anti-Stokes lines-----
Figure 1 3 Stokes and anti-Stokes lines for Du
Stokes discovered that if  we are approximating a function y(z)  by a linear combi­
nation of two independent solutions y+(z) and y~(z),  the multiplier of the subdom- 
mant solution y~(z)  jumps by i times the multiplier of the dominant exponential 
y+(z) across each of the associated Stokes lines
Such jum ps,“ Stokes phenomenon”, are necessary to achieve agreement between 
different asymptotic representations valid m different regions of the complex plane 
However, the need for such discontinuities m the representation of analytic and 
smooth functions has always been hard to accept Since its discovery in 1857 Stokes 
phenomenon has always had an air of mystery attached This was m no way lessened 
by Stokes’ own account of the phenomenon
“ the inferior term enters as it were into a mist is lost for a while from view 
and comes out with the coefficient changed The range during which the inferior 
term remains m  a mist decreases indefinitely as [the asymptotic parameter] increases 
indefinitely ”
\
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STOKES 1819-1903
Sir George Gabriel Stokes ( born Skreen, County Sligo August 13</v 1819). Stokes’ 
theoretical and experimental investigations covered the entire realm of natural phi­
losophy. He concentrated on the physical importance of problems making the m ath­
ematical analyses subservient to physical requirements. His few excursions into pure 
mathematics were prompted either by a  need to develop methods to solve a specific 
physical problem or by a desire to establish the validity of mathematics he had al­
ready employed. Stokes was universally honoured with degrees and medals and was 
knighted in 1889.
Photo brl I K R B C N  R E C T O R Y .  (Sltttt, Btllins
It was not until the results of Berry in 1989 that the phenomenon was somewhat 
demystified Berry showed that the change in form of a compound asymptotic 
expansion as a Stokes line is crossed, although very rapid is m  fact continuous, 
with a generic error function dependency, which he did using Dingle’s theory of 
terminants
In his theory of terminants Dingle developed a systematic theory for interpret­
ing asymptotic expansions beyond their least term He illustrated, for a range of 
functions, the common pattern
function =  first n terms of asymptotic series +  nth term X terminant, 
m which the terminant is expressible in terms of “basic terminants” , whose properties 
are known
W hile producing correct answers Berry’s methods are quite formal, and later m 
1989 at the W innipeg conference in honour of his 65th birthday, Olver provided a 
new analysis to place the theories of Berry on rigorous mathematical foundations 
He constructed uniform exponentially improved asymptotics for a class of functions 
defined by Laplace integrals These expansions possess the greater accuracy required 
m modern applications
Independently of Berry and Olver, Jones[20] obtained similar results A related 
rigorous method has been provided by Boyd[10] using Stieltjes transforms 
More recently, Paris [38] described an alternative theory of this smoothing using 
Mellm-Barnes integrals These are of the form
1 { z )  =  h i c g ( s ) z ~ ‘ d s '
where g(s) is typically a product or quotient of gamma functions, perhaps with 
tngnom etnc functions C is an appropriate path m the complex z-plane The 
domains of convergence of such integrals are discussed m Chapter 2 of Paris and 
Wood [37] The flexibility of such integrals and their domains of convergence allow 
uniform exponentially improved expansions to be readily constructed
Due to the importance of exponential asymptotics for the present problem we 
shall proceed to detail Berry’s formal smoothing of Stokes discontinuities and Olver’s 
rigorous analysis of these results The applications which we make in Chapter 3 will 
be based on the Pans and Wood Mellm-Barnes integral representation of Olver’s 
terminant functions, and it is essential for the reader to have an understanding of 
these
1.3.2 Sm ooth ing o f Stokes d iscontinuities.
Berry m his paper “ Uniform asymptotic smoothing of Stokes’s discontinuities” [5], 
shows that with sufficient resolution the change m the subdommant multiplier is 
continuous near a Stokes line His work is based on two ideas due to Dingle
Firstly, an asymptotic series may be viewed as “a compact encoding of a func­
tion” and its divergence as a source of information m that it indicates the presence 
of exponentially small terms This explains why interpretation of the divergent tail 
as occurs m Asymptotics beyond all orders can yield exponential accuracy As a 
consequence of this, the late terms of the asymptotic series associated with one ex­
ponential (dominant) are frequently related by resurgence to the early terms of a 
second asymptotic series associated with the subdommant exponential Resurgence 
has been defined as the process by which a subdommant exponential is born from 
the tail of the dominant asymptotic series.
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Secondly, he considers only functions with asymptotic series representations 
whose late terms, those of the divergent tail, follow a common pattern factorial 
divided by a power This common pattern allows for the use of powerful resumma- 
tion techniques, due also to Dingle, which enable the asymptotics to be decoded 
Stokes phenomenon, being associated with exponentials, frequently arises in the 
asymptotic approximation of functions y ( z , k ) defined by integrals or differential 
equations and dependent on a large parameter k In the simplest case there are just 
two exponentials, one dominant the other subdommant, and we may write
y(z ,k )  & M +(z ,k )  exp[k<j>+(z)] +  i S ( z , k ) M _ ( z , fc)exp[fc</>_(z)], (1 11)
with Real<f>+(z) >  Real<f>-(z) and the dominant/subdominant contributions labelled 
+ / -  The prefactors M ± (z ,k )  are simple powers of k and they vary slowly with z 
S(z,  k)  is the Stokes multiplier function which weights the subdommant exponential 
and varies rapidly near the Stokes line of y ( z , k )
In order for (1 11) to maintain its validity throughout the complex z-plane it is 
essential to retain both the exponentially small term, despite it numerical insignifi­
cance, and S ( z , k), its weight function To see this more clearly consider the complex 
error function integral,
rzy(z ,k )  =  / dtexp(kt2), Z  =  X \  +  i X 2 (1 1 2 )
J  —too
For Z n ear  th e  p o s it iv e  rea l a x is  the dominant contribution to y as k —> oo 
comes from t =  Z  and
y ~  (2kZ )~ l exp( k Z 2)
Near the p o s it iv e  im a g in a ry  a x is  this asymptotic representation for y would seem  
to suggest that y is exponentially small However from (1 12), we see that the integral 
is then dominated by the stationary point t =  0 and thus m this region
y ~  i^ir/k)1^
These two representations would suggest the asymptotics
y ~  (2k Z ) - 1 exp( k Z 2) + i(ir/k)l/2 (1 13)
[The Stokes line is then X 2 =  0 and the anti-Stokes lines are X 2 =  ±-X\ ]
However, from the integral representation we see that y is exponentially small near 
the negative imaginary axis while (1 13) would suggest that y ~  i(ic/k)1/2 Thus 
we need a weight function for the subdommant term which will vary between 0 
and 1 as Z varies between the two anti-stokes lines X 2 =  X \  and X 2 = —X \ ,  The 
representation of y valid m the three regions is then
y ~  (2 k Z )~ l exp ( k Z 2) +  %S(z,k)( ir/k)1^ 2 (1 14)
The conventional view has been that the change m S is discontinuous and localised 
at the Stokes line, on one side of this line S takes a value, say S_ , on the other side 
S  — S -  + 1 while on the line itself S  =  S -  +  1/2
The conclusions of first Stokes and then Dingle/Berry, although quite different, 
stem from an analysis of the dominant asymptotic expansion
C O
y ( z , k ) «  M + (z ,k ) exp[fc</>-|_(.z)] I >  (1 15)
T —0
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(As shall become evident, there is no need to specify the subdominant term as it 
will be born out of the divergent tail of the dominant series )
Observe that away from the Stokes line the argument, or phase, of the Yr terms vary 
resulting m a degree of cancellation thus allowing resummation of the divergent tail 
However, on the Stokes line the Yr terms all have the same phase
Stokes concluded that the divergence is incurable and that after summing down 
to the least term the asymptotic expansion specifies y ( z , k ) only up to an “irre­
movable vagueness” This vagueness is just sufficient to permit the discontinuous 
emergence of the small exponential
In contrast, Dingle viewed this divergent series as a coded representation for
y(z,k), which can be reconstructed exactly (in principle and sometimes in practice)
by proper interpretation of the late terms Berry’s derivation of the functional form 
of S  across a Stokes line is a simple development in Dingle’s theory
It is thus the presence of the subdommant exponential term that prevents the 
series (1 15) from converging However, Dingle observes that, the existence of such 
a subdommant exponential results in a remarkable universality of the late terms, Yr 
for r > >  1 In fact Dingle shows that
M  ( r -  BYv  ■ y P) (1 1 6 )2ftM+Fr~P+1
as r —> oo with (5 = 0(1), taking specific values and F denoting the smgulant, which 
he defines by F  = k(<f>+ — <f>_)
Using this result for the late terms of the series in (1 15) yields
n —1
y{z,k )  m M+(z,k)exp[k<j)+(z ) \ ' ^ 2 Y r +  iSn( F ) M -( z ,  k) exp[fc<£_(z)],
r=0
where
s „(F) = £
— =71
Then applying Borel summation to Sn(F),  that is writing the factorial as an 
integral and interchanging summation and integration, Sn( F ) reduces to
—i r°° °°
Sn^  =  27tF 1-'3 exp(F ) J0 d s e x p ( - s ) s - ^ ^ 2 ( s / F ) r
_  - i  Z-00 ^ i n-/?exp [F (l -  i)]
27t Jo 1 -  t
It should be noted at this point, that this interchanging of integration and summa­
tion presupposes uniform convergence which is absent This is one of the reasons 
why Berry’s methods are considered to be purely formal For complete interpreta­
tion it is necessary to specify the contour relative to the pole at t  =  1 In Berry’s 
specification the contour must pass above t  =  1 so that
Sn( F )  = 1 / 2  -  £  j T  ^ ^ ‘ - ' 11,
with the principal value of the integral being taken, we are m the case where S -  = 0
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The problem now reduces to determining the dominant asymptotics of Sn(F),  
the Stokes multiplier Using optimal truncation Berry forces the stationary point 
and pole, at t = l ,  to coincide Then by expanding the integrand about x  =  i  - 1  =  0, 
whose neighbourhood dominates, and retaining only dominant terms Berry shows 
that
I /•Im F /\/2 R ea lF
S n ( F )  y= d t e x j> [ - t ] ,y'K J — co
where I m F  «  RealF  and RealF  > >  1 Thus the Stokes multiplier is given by
S(a)  ~  -^= f  dtexp[—i2], (1 17)y/'K J—oo
with a  =  I m F /V ^ R e a l F  being termed the natural variable, or the Stokes variable 
The importance of Berry’s result lies in the fact that it quantifies the change m 
the Stokes multiplier, S(z ,k ) ,  as ph z varies with \z\ fixed S ( z , k ) varies smoothly 
from S _ to S -  +  1 across a Stokes line, the functional dependence on the natural 
variable being that of the error function
Clearly, the replacement of the late terms , Yr for r »  1 , by an approximation 
of the form
M - T ( r  - 0  +  1)
M+Fr~P+1 ’
due to Dingle, is central to Berry’s work Indeed it is surprising that Dingle himself 
did not make the additional step Perhaps he did not see the need for it ? It 
is an essential requirement if Berry’s method is to succeed for a given asymptotic 
expansion When this condition is fulfilled Dingle’s theories are applicable and yield 
an integral representation for the Stokes multiplier from which approximations in 
the form of the error function follow
Olver [33] observed that mathematically there are two major problems m putting 
this formal analysis on a rigorous footing -
(1) Justification of Dingle’s theory used m constructing an appropriate integral 
representation for the Stokes multiplier
(2) The approximation to this multiplier m terms of the error function 
Central to Olver’s justification of this formal procedure is the function Tu(z),
where E u is the generalised exponential function An integral representation for 
E u(z) is given by
z V - \ p - Z  [■OO p  —  Z t f V — l
E A Z) =  x /  ■■ .,. dt , \argz\ < tt /2 ,1(2) J o  1 + t
valid in the half-plane Real(u) >  0 with z"-1 and £"-1 taking their principal values 
This function forms the basis for the analysis of many of those authors mentioned 
previously and as such it is of extreme importance Much of Olver’s analysis is based 
on the idea of converging factors introduced m Chapter 14 of his book [31]
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In his paper “ On Stokes phenomenon and converging factors” [33], Olver ob­
tained the asymptotic properties of T„(z) for large \z\, where z =  \z\el<t>. Using the 
Laplace integral representation
w - i v r l  — d t '  ( 1 - 1 9 )
with Real{v) >  0, valid when \argz\ < 7r/2  and by analytic continuation elsewhere, 
he investigates the behaviour of Tu(z ) for large |z|, with |z| ~  \v\ (optimal trunca­
tion). He shows, under these circumstances, that T„(z) possesses the asymptotic 
behaviour
e (7T-4>)l/t e -Z-\z\
Tv^  ~  “ l  +  e“** y/2v\z\
1 1 ,-----  e-|^|c2(^)/2
T*(z)  ~  -  +  -erf[c{(f>)^\z\/2} + 0 {  ), - t t  +  £<</ >< 3tt -  e.
With conjugate behaviour valid in the sector - 37T + £ < <f> < ft — £■ The quantity 
c(<f>) is defined by
i c2(<f>) =  1 +  c(<f> -  tt) -  e ^ - ^
and corresponds to the branch of c(<f>) which behaves like
c(<t>) =  <t> -  TT + i *'(0 -  tt)2 -  ^ (< t> -  7T)3 +  ...
in the neighbourhood of <j> = n.
This result, the relationship between T„(z) and the error function, solves the 
second problem of Berry’s formal procedure. For the class of problems considered 
by Olver, the Stokes multiplier function can be written in terms of ^ ( z ) ,  which 
from the above is related to the error function.
To overcome the problem of constructing an appropriate integral representation 
for the Stokes multiplier Olver considers the n th remainder term, R n(z),  resulting 
from optimal truncation of the dominant asymptotic series. He constructs a double 
integral representation for R n(z) and by a change of integration variable derives 
a uniform asymptotic expansion for R n{z) as a series of generalised exponential 
integrals. Retaining only the dominant term of this series, and noting (1.18) , Olver 
employs the large |z| asymptotics of T„(z) to approximate R n( z ) in terms of the 
error function.
Olver uses the confluent hypergeometric function, U(a,a — b+  l , z ) ,  to illustrate 
this procedure, in this instance using Cauchy’s integral formula for the remainder 
term in Taylor’s theorem to obtain the appropriate double integral representation 
for Rn(z). However, Olver’s method is quite general and indeed is applicable in the 
same circumstances that the methods of Dingle and Berry can be used.
Subsequently, several authors have obtained exponentially-improved approxima­
tions for a variety of specific “special functions”. While Olver, [33], using integral 
representation of the solutions, provided rigorous smoothing of Stokes phenomenon 
for certain differential equations, McLeod [27] carried out such smoothing directly 
for a class of differential equations. Generalisations of the results of McLeod by 
Olver are in press. Berry himself [9] gave an alternative discussion for asymptotic
[1 +  0 ( l /z ) ] ,  \<f>\<v-e
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series arising from second order differential equations Paris [38] also provides an ex­
tension of this rigorous smoothing He establishes the smooth transition of a Stokes 
multiplier across a Stokes line for a certain type of differential equation of arbitrary 
order n There is however, still a need for a reappraisal by mathematicians of the 
formal methods of Dingle, and the smoothing due to Berry, with a view to estab­
lishing a rigorous theory of exponentially improved asymptotics for a wide class of 
functions
1.3.3 H yp erasym ptotics.
Berry’s findings extend Dingle’s work m two ways
The first, as we have seen, results in the smoothing of Stokes phenomenon 
Together with Olver’s justification of this smoothing it goes a long way to lessen the 
“aroma of paradox and audacity” [ McLeod] that has hung about the whole subject 
of divergent series, connection formulae m WKB theory and related areas
The second result is a technique termed “hyperasymptotics” Consider the gen­
eral divergent series
OO
y  = ' E , ( - ) rYr(F),  Yo = l, Yr o c k - r
r= 0
By systematically and repeatedly applying optimal truncation, resurgence and Borel 
summation to this divergent series, Berry obtains a nested sequence of asymptotic 
series truncated at their least term Namely,
Y =  So +  Si +  S2 +
where N n- 1
Sn = £  i-YYrK™,
r—0
with K ro =  1 and
R-rn = Krn(F,No, ,Nn—i)
1 TT r v  (2ir)n F N°~r ~j^Jo * [1 +  x i j x i i ^ i ]  ’
(£o =  F, =  iV,_i — N t — 1) Hyperasymptotics is then defined as the systematic 
study of these approximations to the small exponential error left by truncation of 
the mam series
Clearly, each “hyperseries”, Sn, involves a term of the original asymptotic series 
for the particular function being approximated, together with terminant integrals 
that are of universal form In general, the resummation generates asymptotic series 
which themselves require resummation Each series is half the length of its pre­
decessor and the process terminates naturally with the last hyperseries containing 
just one term In fact, using Stirling’s approximation, optimal truncation is seen to 
be achieved when N n =  Int[[F{/2n] Then each hyperseries indeed contains half as 
many terms as the preceding series and termination occurs after nmax =  Jrai[log2|.F|] 
stages with N nmax = 1
As we have already seen, optimal truncation of the original asymptotic series 
results in an error of order e~k This procedure, Asymptotics beyond all order,
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is just the zeroth stage m hyperasymptotics and corresponds to what Berry terms 
“superasymptotics” Hyperasymptotics goes “ beyond asymptotics beyond all orders” 
m that it systematically reduces this exponentially small error The error at the 
last stage is of order exp[—(1 +  21n 2)fc], less than the square of the error at the 
superasymptotic stage
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Direct and variational methods 
for the optical tunnelling 
equation.
C hapter 2
2.1 Introduction and Prerequisites.
In this chapter, using a knowledge of special functions, we shall obtain the leading 
asymptotic behaviour, as £ —► 0+ , of the exponentially small imaginary part of 
the “eigenvalue” for the perturbed problem [(1 1)-(1 3)] , comprising the differential 
equation y"(x)  +  (A +  ex2)y(x)  =  0 with a linear homogeneous boundary condition 
at x =  0 and an “outgoing wave” condition as x —> +oo It makes sense to talk 
of “complex” eigenvalues since the above problem is non-self-adjomt, the non-self- 
adjomtness has been shown to arise from the condition at infinity
In their treatment of the problem with S(x) = x  Pans and Wood, [34], encoun­
tered certain technical difficulties with Stokes discontinuities since the imaginary 
part of the eigenvalue was found to be
ImX - 2  h2 exp —Ah3e as e —► 0+
compared to the eigenvalue itself
A ~  —h2 -  ¡7T -  377 +  0(e3) as e ^ 0  + (2 1)£2h 8 /i4
Such difficulties also occur in the x2-case However, our exponential asymptotics 
arise m evaluating the boundary condition at 0 and not, as was the case with the 
x-problem, m the solution itself We shall illustrate the existence of such an expo­
nentially small phenomena for problem ( 1 1 ) and show that
ImX  ~  —2h2exp - /i-2 7T as e 0 + (2 2)
A knowledge of the asymptotics of solutions to the parabolic cylinder differen­
tial equation enables us to construct a linear combination of such solutions which 
satisfies the outgoing wave condition at infinity Insertion of this combination m the 
boundary condition at the origin, if manipulated with due respect for the exponen­
tially small terms, yields the expression (2.2). The complex number A obtained by
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the direct method is an eigenvalue m the sense that the differential equation (1 1) 
possesses a non-trivial solution satisfying both boundary conditions when this value 
of A is taken
Before tackling the optical tunnelhng problem we shall obtain an exponentially 
improved asymptotic expansion for the quotient T(z  +  \ ) / T ( z  +  | ) ,  as z —► oo close 
to the negative imaginary axis Since the result (5 02) of Olver [32] contains only 
algebraic terms it is insufficient for our purposes and an improved approximation 
is essential if the direct method is to yield an accurate estimate for the imaginary 
part of the desired eigenvalue We shall derive the result for this required special 
case T ( |  +  z ) / r ( |  -f z), although the method, which resulted from discussions with 
Paris and Wood and is contained m their paper [36], holds for T(a +  z)/T(/3 +  z) 
with a,/9  £ C such that a +  f3 = 1
By the reflection formula, we may rearrange the quotient as
-  -I- z )  1 1 1 1— | ------- --  —T (-  +  z)IY z) sm 7r ( -  — z)r ( f  +  z) 7r 4 4 J k4 j
Writing z = ty, y £ 1Z, and using the result T(z) =  I \z ) ,
TV i  _1_ 1 1  2 1
~  | e^ ( i-* 2/) _  e -«r(£-t») j  as |y | ^
on employing Stirling’s approximation For y = \y\ (z = i\y\) we find that
+  (2 3)r(! + *)
while for y - — |y| (z =  —*|j/|)
n \ + * )  =* r(i + *) ( l  _  te~2™z) (2 4)' 4
Higher order real and imaginary terms could be obtained by using the full series 
expansion m Stirling’s formula
This result is also valid m a small sector to the right of the imaginary axis To 
see this let z = ty + 6 where 6 — 0 ( e _2?r^ )  Using Taylor’s expansion about 6 = 0, 
we have
T ( \  +  (z +  S)) r ($  +  z)
r ( 2 +  (* +  «)) m  + z) i +  « + z)-1>(2 + z ) } + 0 ( i 2) (2 5)
where, as usual, ip denotes the logarithmic derivative of T By means of the expansion 
[Abramowitz and Stegun, [1] p 259 ]
ip{z) ~  log z -  —  - as z —> oo m  \argz\ < r
Then
■0(1/4 + z) -  -0(3/4 +  z) log
log
r i /4  +  z
3 /4  + z\  
1 -
+2(z +  1 /4) 2 ( 3 /4 +  2) +
1
2 (z +  3 /4)
2 (z  +  3 /4 ) J +2(z  +  1 /4 ) 2(3 /4  +  z)
1 1+ x +
+
2(z +  1 /4) 2 (3 /4  +  z)
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and
"0(1/4 +  z ) ~  "0(3/4 +  2)  -f £>(  ^ 2)
Thus (2 5) reduces to
But is 0 ( e j2J|li,~) which may be neglected m (2 4) with |y| —► oo Thus (2 4) 
remains valid when z is replaced by z +  6 for sufficiently small 8 This will be 
adequate for our purposes m this chapter In Chapter 3 a more general result for 
such a quotient will be obtained directly from the appropriate difference equation, 
which results from a generalisation of the result r (z  +  1) =  zT(z)
2.2 T he direct m ethod for th e  non-self-adjoint prob­
lem
We are now m a position to consider the non-self adjoint model for the optical 
tunnelling problem, given by [(1 1)-(1 3)] Despite the singular nature of the problem  
we start by using regular perturbation techniques to obtain an estimate for A Such 
methods yield a valid estimate for R e a l X  and give some indication of the magnitude 
of I m X  We start with a trial solution of the form
OO
y(x) = £  2/n(X)£”’
n=0
oo
A =  £  An£n
71=0
Upon substituting into the differential equation (1 1) we obtain
oo /  oo \  oo
£  y ' n { x ) e n +  i £  Xn £ n +  e x 2 ) £  y n ( x ) e n =  0
71=0 \7l= 0 /  71=0
and
OO OO
Y h ^ y'n  +  x ™yo +  x n - m  +  +  X0 y n ) e n +  £  yn.x2e n+1 =  0
ra=0 n = 0
Then equating like powers of e,
£° Vo +  x oVo = 0 ,
with solutions y o =  exp[±i\/Ao^] Taking the positive branch, m the hope of sat­
isfying the condition at infinity, we find that this solution satisfies the boundary 
condition at the origin provided Ao =  - h2 , then yo(x) = e~hx Continuing m this 
fashion
s1 Vi +  x oVi  +  ( ^ l  +  x 2 ) y o  — 0
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we then multiply across by yo = e hx, noting that y0 = h2yo Integrating over 
(0 , oo) leads to
roo /o o  r oo/  e~hxy'[dx - h 2 e~hxy idx +  /  (Aj +  x 2)e~2hxdx =  0 (2 6)Jo Jo Jo
Applying integration by parts twice we obtain
poo f  oo
/  e~hxy[dx  =  e_/la;[?/i +  hyi]\™ + h2 e" x 0 id®Jo Jo
The first term can be seen to vanish due to the boundary condition at the origin 
(1 2), and also the fact that h is a positive constant Then (2 6) reduces to
roo
/  (Ai +  x 2)e~ dx = 0 Jo
By means of further integration by parts, this impbes that Ai =  - l / ( 2 / i 2) After a 
number of such iterations we obtain
\ u2 e l£2 12163 , rM w in
2h2 8/i6 16/i10 ^   ^  ^ ^
and the coefficient of every power £n, n £ A/- is real We conclude that JtoA < <  £n, 
for all n £ A/" and hence ImA must be transcendentally small as s —> 0+
We shall now appeal to the theory of special functions, or more specifically to 
the known properties of the parabolic cylinder functions, in the hope of obtaining 
an estimate for I m X
Using the transformation z =  e~ 2 ^ e * x  and a — t X the optical tunnelling 
problem reduces to
^  = ( « + ^ 2)!/ (28)
with boundary condition
e f 2h 1* ^ p -  + hy( 0) =  0 (2 9)
and the same “outgoing wave” condition at infinity ( but note that 2 —► o o e T  
as x —* +oo ) Equation (2 8) is Weber’s parabolic cylinder equation which has 
linearly independent solutions, U(a ,z), U(—a , —iz) Other solutions to this equation 
are given by U(a,—z) and U(—a,iz) ,  as may be seen directly from the differential 
equation
As indicated we shall start by constructing an “outgoing wave” solution from 
these fundamental solutions The resulting “outgoing wave” solution of the trans­
formed differential equation (2 8) shall then be forced to satisfy the the transformed 
boundary condition at the origin (2 9) thus yielding the required eigenrelation For 
fixed a and large \z\ we see from Olver [32] that
U(a,z)  ~  2- a _ ?e- i r [ i  +  0 ( |z | - 2 )], \argz\ <  (2 10)
also
U ( a , - z )  ~  e ^ ° + 5 ) z - a- 5 e ^ [ l  +  0 ( | 2 | - 2)]
+  W r f  sz<1~ ^ e i r [1 + 0 (\z \ ~ %  0 < a r g z < ~  (2 11)1 V2 aJ
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Using the connection formula
U ( - a , - t z )  = (27r)-1/2r(a + [ e - ^ 2- 1/ 4^ , - z )  +  el^ 2- 1/4]U(a,z)] ,
the asymptotics for U(—a , —iz) can be seen to be given by
U ( - a , - i z )  ~  z a~1l 2ez2l 4, z —► oo, 0 < a r g z < x / 2  (2 12)
In particular, this is true for argz =  7r/4  So our outgoing wave solution is given by 
a constant multiple of U ( - a , —tz), since its large z asymptotics involve only terms 
of the form e*2/4
y(z) = c o U ( - a , - i z )
= Co [ e - " r(a/2- 1/% ( a , - z )  +  ei7r(a/2—1/4)£/(a , z)
= cx [ t / ( a , - z ) - ie t,ra[/(a,z)'
We observe that the equation with potential ex2 differs from that with potential 
ex considered by Pans and Wood [34] m that it is not necessary to use the results 
of Berry [5] and Olver [33] m the neighbourhood of Stokes lines at this stage
Substituting the outgoing wave solution into the transformed boundary condition 
(2 9) gives
e T 2 M  {~U'{a,  0) -  ieia*U'(a, 0 )}  +  h{U{a,0 ) -  i é a*U{a,0 )}  =  0 (2 13)
which we rearrange as
U(a,0) _  e If 22£4 (1 -|- zem7r)
U'(a, 0) h (  1 — zemn)
This becomes
(2 14)
(2 15)r ( |  + f )  ^  2 6 ^ ( 1  + 16™)r ( |  +  f )  h ( l  — ieia7r)
on inserting the values of the parabolic cylinder function and its derivatives at the 
origin given m (19 3 5) of Abramowitz and Stegun [1] Recall that a = iA It 
then follows from our estimate for A, (2 7), that a —► —too as e —»■ 0 + , m such a 
way as to be able to apply the exponentially improved approximation (2 4) to the 
left-hand side of (2 15)
We find that
rq + f)r(| + f)
Hence
-1f a \  2 / \ 2 hl i l  +  t e m n« 1 -  ?e m7r ~  _ - e 4 £4  ----------\ 2 J  \  > h 1 - i e ta1v
which, on factoring out the exponentially large term e*ar, gives
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— 1 17T 1_a \  2 - 2e * £*
2 J ~  h (1 +  î e - !a7r) ’
and
fo2( l  +  te~,ax)'
2ty/e
Remembering that a =  } f  2’ «A, where A is approximated by (2 7), yields
A ~  - / i 2 j l  +  2îexp  
~  -  h2 < 1 +  2iexp
7T A '
.2y/ë\
—xh2
2y/e
Thus
I m \  ~  - 2h2 exp —irh22yfe (2 16)
As anticipated the imaginary part of the desired eigenvalue is exponentially small 
This illustrates the need for exponentially-improved approximations to ensure accu­
rate estimation of the desired eigenvalue
2.3 V ariational m ethods applied to  optical tunnelling.
In this section we shall use the well-est abb shed Variational principles to verify the 
result already obtained, namely
ImX  ~  —2h2 exp — h2 7T2 s j ï 0 +
As we have just illustrated the transformation a — i \ /2^ /e  and z  =  e,7r/ 421/ 2£:1/ 4a; 
reduces the optical tunnelling differential equation,
y" (x) +  (A +  £x2)y(x) = 0 x  6 (0 , 00)
to the standard form for Weber’s parabobc cylinder equation, with basic solution 
U(a,z)  A lot of time and effort was spent m trying to successfully apply the 
variational method to this transformed problem, as complex z led to all kinds of 
complications with Stokes lines for the Airy function At(z),  and Olver’s 1959 
paper [32]
Observe that the parabolic cylinder differential equation has two real and dis­
tin ct forms
y" ~  ("4" +  “)»(*) =  °»
y" + (Xl - a)y{x) = 0
(2 17) 
(2 18)
We eventually decided that a better approach would be to work with the second of 
these two equations, and not the first equation which had been previously used m
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its complex extension, as it avoids us moving off the real axis for what is essentially 
a real variable problem
Letting w = y/2el ^ x  , A  =  ^  and noting that lA = - a ,  we observe that
the transformed variable w is real Also since A =  — /i2 0 (£ )  as £ —► 0 + , -A ~
+  0 (£ x/ 2) can be taken as approximately real and positive, and A  —»■ +00 as 
e —*• 0+  The transformed problem is then given by,
vP"y"(w) + ( — -  A)y(w) = 0 w £ (  0 ,oo)
21/ V / V (0) +  hy{0) =  0, h >  0 (2 19)
y(w) an outgoing wave at +  00,
Instead of U(a,z)  with related argument, we now work with Miller’s standard 
solution W ( A ,w )  defined m  Abramowitz and Stegun , (19 17 1), as
IVIA  ,„1 -  5- 3/1 (  / lr ( l / 4 +*-4 / 2) l „ _  / 2 |r (3 /4  +  .A /2)| \
W ( A , i o )  2 |r(3/4 + 1-4/2)| V |l’(l/4 + .A/2)| lf‘ J  ' ( 1
where
y1 = 1 + A ^ -  +  (A 2 -  1 / 2 ) +  (A3 -  7 A / 2 ) £  +  ,
and
y2 = x + A ^  + (A2 -  3 / 2 ) ^  +  (A3 -  1 3 A / 2 ) i  +
Observe that W(A, — w), W{—A,iw) and W (—A,— tw) are also solutions• 2Using our estimate for A, which implies that A ~  as e —> 0 +  and therefore 
is approximately real, we wish to obtain an estimate of the exponentially small  
imaginary part of A In doing so we shall approximate I m \  Multiplying the trans­
formed differential equation by y(w) and subtracting from it the conjugate equation, 
we obtain
  ,w2y(w)[y"(w) -I- ( —  -  A)y{w)\ = 0
, w 2
( - )  y(w)[y"(w) + (-J- -  A)y(w)] = 0
y(w)y"(w)  -  y(w)y"(w) = (A -  A)y(w)y(w)
We then integrate over [0,X], where X is chosen such that X 2 << A,  that is X  «  
£-1 / 2. To be specific choose X  =  0 ( e ~ 1/4) This gives us
2i l m A  J y(w)y(w)dw = J ^y(w)y"(w) — y{w)y"{w) dw 
Applying integration by parts to the right-hand side yields
i m A  =  -  t ' W - i g ) ]  , ( 2 2 1 )
2i f 0 y ( w ) y ( w ) d w
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with J ( X ) =  y ' ( X ) y ( X ) -  y ' ( X ) y ( X ) Then J(w)  is simply the Wronskian of the 
solution evaluated at w, that is
J(w) -  y'(w)y(w) -  y(w)y'(w)
= W{y,y){w)
Clearly as we move through the interval [0,oo) w passes through three regions, 
w2 << A, w2 ~  A  to w2 »  A  respectively The justification for our choice of X ,  
X  — 0 ( £ -1 /4), which incorporates only the first of these regions, lies m the fact that 
it does not effect the evaluation of (2 21) We shall illustrate that not only is the 
evaluation of both J { X ) and J(0) independent of X ,  but also, as was the case for 
the x-problem, that the integral J *  \y{w)\2dw is dominated by the contribution m 
the neighbourhood of zero That is,
r X  rS
I \y(w)\2dw ~  I |y(u>)| dw , £ —»0 +  (2 22)
Jo Jo
Here 8 is a small positive constant
We therefore need to obtain a representation for our solution y(w)  m terms of 
Miller’s standard functions Consider the complex solution
E(A, w ) =  k~1/2W (A ,  w ) +  t k ^ 2W (A ,  - w ) ,
where k = \ / l  +  e2'KA—érA and k  1 =  \ / l  +  e2'7rA+ewA Noting that, by Abramowitz 
and Stegun [1] (19 17 9),
E (A ,w )  =  V2 e ^ /4+t7r^ +l^ ^ U ( i A , e - tn/4w),
E ( A , w ) corresponds to the outgoing wave solution, U(—a , —iz) of the previous 
section, and the appropriate solution is clearly a multiple of E ( A , w) Here 4>2 = 
argV(tA +  1 /2)
In the region w2 »  A  the asymptotics of E ( A , w ) are those for large w and 
moderate A, m  Abramowitz and Stegun [1] (19 21 1)
E ( A , w ) =  wexp w2 . n (¡>2 7TT _ A 1„ _ ( l  +  0 ( io -2) ) ,  (2 23)
as w —» +oo, A moderate This representation confirms that E(A,  w ) is the outgoing 
wave solution Also note that since \E(A,w)\2 ~  ^  m this region its contribution to  
the required integral would be negligible, compared to the exponential contribution 
which will be seen to come from the first region Similarly by investigating the 
asymptotics of the differential equation m the neighbourhood of the turning point, 
w =  2y/A  we see that the contribution from the middle region w2 ~  A  is also 
negligible The differential equation,
, wy"(w ) +  ( —  -  A)y{w)  =  0
can be written as
^ / ( O  + *(< + 2V^)y(i) = 0 ,
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with t — w /2  — yfA  Then m the neighbourhood of the turning point, t = 0, the 
differential equation is approximated by
y"(t) +  8y/Âty(t) = 0 ,
which, through the substitution T  = 2A3/ 2f, is transformed into
y"{T) +  Ty(T)  =  0
This is the standard form for the Airy equation with solutions Ai(—T ) and B t ( —T)  
and it follows that for w ~  2a/Â, y(w) reduces to a combination of Airy functions 
Then from the asymptotics of the Airy functions y(w) is necessarily 0 (1 )  when w is 
near the turning point
Thus the approximation given m (2 22) is justified On applying the result [1] 
(19 18 2) on Wronskians of the complex solution and its conjugate
J (X ) =  c c W (E (A ,w ) ,E {A ,w ) ) (X )
= - 2  icc,
where c is a non-zero constant, which from §2 2 is given by coe_ ^ 7r/ 4+iir/ 6+, >^2/ 2J/-\/2  
From the boundary condition at the origin we can evaluate J ( 0) quite simply,
J(o) = ÿ'(0)ÿ(0) -  ÿ(0)ÿ'(0), 
= »(0 ) - 2/(0 ) 2/(0),
= ( 2^ )  [»(°)»(°) “  2/(0)2/(0)],
and thus J ( 0) vanishes identically Then (2 21) reduces to
I m A  = ccJo y{w)y(w)dw’ (2 24)
and all depends on the denominator
To evaluate \E(A,w)\2dw, we therefore require the asymptotics of E(A ,  w) 
throughout the interval [0,X], when A »  w2 The appropriate asymptotics are 
those valid for A  large and w moderate, namely,
W (A ,w )  ~  W (A ,  0) exp -y/Âw  + (to/2 )33 yfA 0+
W ( A , - w )  ~  W (A ,0)exp
Hence
E{A, w) ~  W (A, 0) < k~1!2 exp
'/Âw — (w/2)3
n  (™/2)3 -V A w + - ' -3VÂ
Zy/Â
+ i tf '2
0+
exp \/~Âw — (w/2)33 \/Â
(2 25)
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Recall that k =  V 1 +  e2irA -  ewA then employing the binomial theorem we reduce k 
as follows,
Similarly,
k =  \ / l  +  e2irA -  e*A
= e*A[l +  e- 2^ ] 1/2 _  e*A
= ¿*A[l + \ e ~ 2*A -  ] - e * A
~  - e -7r>l, A —»• oo2
I = ,/! + e2^  +k
= e*A[l +  \ e ~ 2*A ~  ] +  e*A
~  2e,r'4, A —»• oo
Also, by (19 17 4) m [1],
i  m i / 4 + , A / 2 ) i y /*
2 3 / 4 ^ r ( 3 / 4  +  i A / 2 ) | ;
This quotient of gamma functions can now be evaluated for large A by the results 
m §2 1 Using (2 3)
r ( i / 4  + 'A /2 ) ^  .
T (3/4 +  *>1/2) V 2 y V )  ’
| r ( i / 4  +  . A / 2 ) |  ^  f l (l
|T (3/4 +  *A/2)| V a V +  '  ’
-  ® 4 ~ )
Then
/ |r ( i /4  + a / 2 ) | \ 1/2 m 1/V ,  , i
M r ( 3 / 4  +  « A / 2) | J  ~  UJ V  2  ) ’
2-kA
Therefore,
-2ttA
,A J  V 4
W (A,0) ~ - ^ A - 1/4( l  + ^c - 2
Substituting into (2 25) and retaining only the dominant contribution we obtain, 
E(A,w) ~  - L a " 1/4( i  +
Thus
E(A, w) ~
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as A -* oo for moderate w This representation is valid over the interval of integra­
tion Then
r  12/ H i 2Jo dw ccA~1/2e*A f S e~2VIwdw, Jo
ccA~1/2e*A ¡°° e~2VAwdw, 
Jo
c c A - l ' 2e«A
0-2\fAu
- 2 V I
= cc-
= cc
A - l l 2 e*A
27 T ~
eKA 
2A
Putting this into (2 24) yields
£ —> 0+ ,  
£ —+ 0+,
I m A  -  2Ae~*A
Finally recalling that A = — ~  we obtain the desired approximation for
I m A, namely
ImX  ~  —2h2 exp —h2-K 0 +
This argument is essentially the J-function method adopted by Kath and Knegs- 
mann m [23] While Kath and Knegsmann were forced to apply the method to 
WKBJ  approximate solutions we, like Paris and Wood m [34], had at our disposal 
an exact outgoing wave solution As a result our findings are more dependable, m 
that we do not have to justify averaging across Stokes lines as no such averaging is 
required Also since we have available full asymptotic expansions for our solution 
we can justify any neglect of sub dominant terms
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Difference equations.
C hapter 3
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we derived an exponentially improved approximation for 
the quotient of gamma functions T(z +  ^ ) /r (z  +  | )  as z —> oo close to the negative 
imaginary axis While adequate for our purposes this result is of very limited scope 
We shall now generalise this result to solutions of a class of first order difference 
equations We shall illustrate how, using the theory of Batchelder [2], Whittaker 
and Watson [50] and Pans and Wood [36], exponentially improved approximations to 
certain functions can be obtained directly from the appropriate difference equation 
Exponentially improved approximations to the solution of the difference equation
y ( z + l )  = r(z)y(z),
with r(z)  a rational function
(z  -  a i )  (z  -  a q)r(z) = c0 ( z - P i) (z - P p)'
shall be obtained In contrast to the functions considered m §1 3, Review of expo­
nential asymptotics, these solutions shall be seen to possess an infinite number of 
exponential behaviours This result is not surprising when we note that solutions to 
such difference equations are known to be of the form
_  T ( z - a i ) T ( z - a q)
V{Z) T(z — fii) T(z — f3p)
Unlike most special functions, eg Ai(z), Dv(z), which are solutions of 2nd order 
linear ordinary differential equations and therefore have at most 2 distinct expo­
nential type controlling behaviours, the gamma function does not satisfy any such 
differential equation Pans showed that nth order differential equations have up 
to n exponential smoothings and since 1st order difference equations correspond 
to infinite order differential equations, the existence of infinitely many exponential 
behaviours is not unreasonable
Using the relation between the shift operator E ,  defined by Ey(z)  = y(z  +  1), 
and the differential operator exp(d/dn),  namely
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/ \ \ dy(z) 1 d2y(z )
E , M  =  * )  +  - ? L 2 + 5 f - J ! ^  +
=  exp(d/dz)y(z),
the above difference equation reduces to the infinite order differential equation
exp[d/dz]y(z) -  r(z)y(z)
The results of Berry [7] and, Pans and Wood [36] on the infinitely many smooth­
ings of the gamma function verify our findings By expressing the error term, result­
ing from optimal truncation of an asymptotic series representation for logT (z), in 
terms of a Mellm-Barnes integral, Pans and Wood obtain an exponentially-improved 
asymptotic expansion for r (z )  as \z\ —> oo In the process of obtaining this re­
sult they illustrate the existence of infinitely many subdommant exponential terms 
Their smoothing involves the first of these subdommant exponentials, further treat­
ment of the more recessive exponential terms enters the domain of “Hyperasymp­
totics” and this is indeed the technique used by Berry to obtain infinitely many 
smoothings for the gamma function in [7] In fact the results of Berry may be 
obtained from the Pans and Wood [36] paper by interchanging summation and in­
tegration at an earlier stage, thus overcoming the problem of different numbers of 
terms m each of the truncated series The following is very closely related to the 
work of Pans and Wood m “ Exponentially-improved asymptotics for the gamma 
function ”
In light of these infinitely many exponentials, the fact that the gamma function 
does not satisfy any algebraic differential equation [Holder ] seems to add substance 
to the statement “ the transcendental functions defined by difference equations are 
of  an essentially different type from those defined by differential equations ”
3.2 F irst order difference equations- E xponentia l asym p­
to tics.
We start by investigating the behaviour of the solutions of the difference equation
y(z  +  1) =  r(z)y(z),  (3 1)
where r (z ) is a rational function, which we shall write as
c0(z -  a ^ j z  -  a 2) (z - a q)
1 j ( z - f a X z - f o )  (z — (3P) ’
or equivalently,
r(z) = zq~p , Cl , c2 ,Co H 1 n +z zz
with p, q e Z +,c0 ^  0 and - 1  < a t,/3j <  0 for i =  1, 2 , ,q, j  = 1, 2 , ,p
Following the theory of Batchelder, (3 1) is satisfied formally by the series
S(z)  =  c0 ’ z b - r i ’ e-to-ri’ z * - * 3? 1 ( s 0 +  y  +  )
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S ( z ) is m general divergent, but it plays an important role m the following theory 
and represents the principal solutions asymptotically for large z, m certain sectors 
of the plane
For fixed k £ M  let T (z) be the sum of the first k terms m S(z)  Batchelder shows 
that there also exist two analytic solutions, given by
h(z) = lim —t t —7——rr -7------------ txT ( z +  n),n-+co r(z) r(z  +  1) r(z  +  n — 1)
g(z ) =  km r(z -  l )r (z  -  2) r(z -  n )T(z  -  n),
with h(z ) being represented asymptotically by S(z)  m the sector — •k < argz < it,
while g(z ) is similarly represented by 5 (z ) in the region 0 <  argz < 2tt
Since it is shown m Batchelder [2] that as n —> 00 the solutions are independent of
the value of k, let k be unity and take T (z) =  cozz(g~p)ze~(g~p)zz co 2 S() w e 
then obtain
h(z ) =  lim ( z - / 3 i )  ( z - P p) \  f ( z  + n -  1 — /?i) (z + n - l - P p )(z -  a i)  (z -  a q) J  y (z  +  r a - l - a i )  (z + n -  1 -  a q)  ^
X (c0Z+n + (z +  n)(q -P )(z + n -iW c o e-(q-p)(Z+n)So)
Taking y(z) to be the solution satisfying the initial condition j/(0) =  yo, we find
y(*)
yo
lim
71—►OO
(z~ P i) ( z -P p ) ' 
( z - a r )  (z — a q)
(z + n - l - / 3 i )  (z + n - l - / 3 p) ' 
(z +  n — 1 — a i )  (z  +  n — 1 — a q)
lim
n—»-oo
(n -  1 -  /3i) (n -  1 -  f3p)
( - a i )  { - a q ) )  \ ( n  -  1 -  c*i) (n -  1 -  a q) ^
X l im n - , 0 0  (c0z+n(z +  n ) (g~ p)(;s+n~ 2 ) + ^ '  e - ( 9 - p ) ( z + " )g 0) 
lim„_00(conn(?-p)(n_2)+^e-(i-P )n5o) 
which reduces to
yo limn—► 00
\ z ~ p  1) ( z - P p ) '
, (-P i) (-Pv) ,
(z + n - l - P i )  (z +  n — 1 — Pp) ' 
(n -  1 -  Pi) (n -  1 -  Pp)
limn —>oo
lim ( c0z(TI—+00 '
(z -  a i )  (z -  a , ) ' 
k ( - a i )  ( - a ?) ¿
( g - p ) ( n - | ) +
(z +  n -  1 -  cti) (z +  n -  1 -  a q) ' 
O - l - a i )  ( n - l - a , )
z+ n
n y q- p,yn-^n ^ (z + n ) ^ ze- ( q - p ) z
Observing that
“  i~  !n—HX) \  n )
Z T t \lim (  J =  lim exp[(an + b)ln( 1 -f z/n)\
lim exp[(an + b)[z/n +  0 ( n ~2)]] 
lim exp\az + 0 (n _ 1Y|
71—►OO 1 V
e
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we note the following limits
lim
71—►OO \  J l
2 +  n\ ( l - ! > ) ( " - Ì )  + S  =  e ( q . p ) z
bm (z + » )(«“  P> = nl'I -n —too v
The above representation for y (z ) can then be rearranged to give
»(*) = co \ z - p i )  ( z - P P) \  (  ( - a i )  ( ~ a g)Vo \  ( ~ P i )  ( ~ P P) )  \ ( z  ~  <*i) ( z  ~  a g) ,
X limn—nDO
' ( z +  1 -  /?i) (z +  1 -  /3p)\ / ( z  +  n -  1 -  f t )  (z +  n -  1 -  /?p)N
(1 -  A ) (1 -/?p) ( n - l - P i )  (n -  1 -  /3P) n
- p z
lim
71—* 0 0
'(z  +  1 -  a i )  (z +  1 -  a q) \  ( (z +  n -  1 -  a i )  (z + n -  1 -  a q)
( 1 - a i )  (1 — a q) )  ^ (n — 1 — a i)  (n — 1 — a q)
Using Euler’s constant 7 =  lim ^ o o  \  -  logra , this limit becomes
y ( z ) _  .  2p- ( 9- P)^7 f  ( Z ~ M  ( z ~ P p ) \  (  ( ~ Qi )  ( - « g )  \
2/o ° \  ( - ^ 1) (~^p) )  \ ( z ~ (z ~ a<i))
n - q z
x  lim
71—►OO
(z  +  1 Pi  ) (z  + 1  Pp)  
k ( l - f t ) ( l - / 3 p)
e 1
(z +  n -  1 -  Pi) (z + n -  1 -  Pp) 
(n — 1 — Pi) (n — 1 — Pp)
lim
71—►CO
(z +  1 -  a i )  .(z +  1 -  a q) ^  \  I (z + n - I -  « 1) (z +  n -  1 -  a q) ^  
( l - a i )  (1 — a q) 6 1 )  y (n -  1 -  a x) (n -  1 -  a q)
Then, evaluating the limit as n —>• 00 we obtain the infinite product
v{*)
yo
-  c„zc -(q- p)z'i ( (Z ~ ^  f t
-  eoe ^ ( - A K - / V )
(z + n — Pi) (z + n - P p ) =£z— ------------- —e «( n - P i )  (n — Pp)
\ z - a i )  ( * - q , ) \  f i
 ^ (-Otl) { — Oiq) J }=\ (z + n -  a  1) (z  + n -  a q)(n -  <*i) (n -  a q)
Recalling Euler’s infinite product formula for the gamma function, namely,
6 »»
1 0 0  
I 'M  = - e - "  n z n en-z z  + nn=l
we see that the solution of (3 1) is given by
y(z) = c0zT(z -  a i )  T(z -  a q) ,
r ( z  -  Pi) r ( z  — Pp) 
where y0 =  y(0) =  [T ( -o i)  r ( - a , ) ] / [ r ( - / ? i )  r ( - /? p)]
Taking the principal value of the logarithm yields
log y(z) =  log yo + z log c0 - ( q -  p ) j z
' z -  pt\  ^  f f z  +  n ~ p t
(3 2)
+ £Î = 1g
-  Ej=i
.k*(î^ ) +SN (i
log z - a j
Oi 7 +  £  \  log
n -  Pi 
z + n — a3 \  z
T,= l n — a.
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Then
log y(z)  =  log y0 +  z  log c0 -  (q -  p ) z j
+ £j=l1
-  E
j= i
log \ 1  +  
log (  1  +
- A
z  
—a ,
+e M i + ^ K }
+ ë { i o g i i + n — a 3 )  n
3 /  71=1
and introducing the Taylor series expansion for lo g (l +  z)  we find
log y(z)  = log y0 + z  log c0 -  (q -  p ) z 7
p
+ E
1 =  1
OO
E.771 = 1
Ï
-  E
3=1
OO
E.771 = 1
0 0 / 0 0  
+ £ ( £
m~xz m z"
I i t l  Vm^l m(n -  A)m " /
00 ( \ m —1 m  00 /  00 ( \ m —1( - ) m~ V + £  £ ( - ) r“  m ( - a 1)m i \ m (n -  a ,)
77=  v 7 i= l \7 7 i= l v
n
Manipulating these sums
log y(z)  = log 2/0 +  2  log Co — (q — p) z 7
y  (-r-1*™ , y  /V *
+  ^  \ - f r )  +  ¡ ^ [ { U - P i J  n  ' ^ 2 m ( n - f r ) r
1 = 1
<?
z \
- - + £ (- )*
-  £
j=i z H  + E + E - £  + En  * J
(-r
A - « * /  ^ iV V n - a J  n
and pulling together terms involving the index m, yields
log 2/0 ) =  log yo + z  log c0 - ( q -  p)z~t
PlZpE
1 =  1 [ U )
OO
+ E
71=1
9
E
i = i 1 ’"
"i 
"
P 
*
y OO 
'  71= 1
+ M771 =  2 '  
i  OO
+ E
+ E (-)■
which we rearrange as
log y ( z ) =  log 2/0 +  2  log c0 — (q — p ) z j
Ptz+ E2=1
9
+ E
-  E
j=i
- A /  ^ V n ( n - A )
\  O O /
+ E
+ Em= 2
V 0 0
m
—a*7 / “i V n(n ~ a i) / o./ /  n = l  \  v J > J m —2
From the definition of the generalised zeta function,
. /■ \ m —1 ~m  00+ E l t V ^ E
OO
CO,a) =  £  ( m  + ay , wi t h  C (M ) =  C 0),
m = 0 '  '
valid for R e ( s ) >  0 with 0 < a < 1, we obtain the representation
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log y(z) = log y0 + z log c0 -  (q -  p)z~/
+ Et=iî
E
j=i
+ E\ - 0 ,J  ^ V n ( n - / 3 , )
frz
+ E  I   ----- <(m,-A)
00
+ E
CX3 Z
m - 9  \ mrrx—L \oo /  ( \m—1 m
+ E l t ^ £L( K - « ))
m = 2 m
As we shall see through investigating the sum 2 m C(m >a ) i thls
representation for log?/(z) facilitates the use of contour integrals in determining the 
exponential asymptotics of y(z) In fact, considering the integral
2wt Jc
wza
 SSin(jT5)C(s, a)ds
where C is a Hankel-type contour enclosing the points s = 2,3,4.. [see Fig3 1], we 
see that
L
- 1
27TÎ Jc s sin(7rs) Ç(s,a)ds = £  Ì2e5idue6 |s=rm =2oo
= E
m = 2 m
Figure 3 1 C- Hankel contour
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Thus
log y(z) = log y0 + z log c0 -  (q -  p ) z j
p+ Et = l ' ( i )
C O+ £n—1
9- E
3 = 1
k C O) + E' n=l
— [ \ n ( n  — /? ,) / 27tí J c  ssm(7rs)
The following deformation of contours yields a more useful representation which is 
valid for all values of z  provided \argz\ < 7r Let 0 < c < 1, taking the limit as 
N  —► oo and then pulling the resulting contour back through 2n points, we obtain
— ~~ f  — ~ 7— \ ( (s,a)ds  =  lim — [  — — — -£(s,a)ds,2m J c  s sm (7rs) JV-+oo 2m Jd  s sm (7rs)
1 yp+c 
2m Jp-
= 2m J_
TTZ
oo, s sin(7rs)
—2n+l+c+oot 7T2 S
C(s,a)ds,
£(s, (l)ds ^  ] R m ,a
1 < p < 2 
2n—2
-2n+l+c—oot s s m ( i r s )  m=—1
R m A  denotes the residue of the integrand at s — - m  Those residues may be
Figure 3 2 contour D
calculated to be
r _ y n z - m
R m ,a  =   £ ( - 7 7 1 ,  Cl), m e Z +—m
Ro,a = -  a) log z +  log T(a) -  ^  log(27r),
F (a )R - 1,0 =  log Z +  Z — ± —  +  Zr (a)
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log y(z)  =  log y0 + z log c0 -  {q -  p)z~f
+ ¿ f(4 )+s ( r a
Then
+
1 r—2n+l+c+oot '2 s
/   7 - r C ( i , - A ) ^ +  EZ7Ti J_2n+l+c—oot 5SHl(7T3j m=—l
q  r  '
E
+
1 r - 2n+l+c+ooi 2”~2
—  /   7----r £ ( s , - a j )d s  + £  - R m , - C
,7Ti J —2 n + l+ c — oot «SSlIi(7T<Sj m = —1
which we write as 
log y(z)  =  log 2/0 +  2 log c0
w ^ h § ( ^ ) ) +i / ;
 —  -  A ) +  #0,-/3, +  R - 1,-/3,
p
+ Ei=l
2n—2
+ E771 =  1
-  E
•7=1
2ra—2
+ ETO = 1
1 /•—2w+l+c+oot
' 5Sin(7T5)■2n+l+c- 001
— 2n+l+c+ooi ffgS
■2n+l+c—oot  ^Sin(7T5)
------------ ( ( -m , - « j )  + Ro-otj + R -i,-—m 3
Abramowitz and Stegun [1] for r '(a ) /r (a )  we find
0
Using the various relationships of 
that
H “) = 7  1 , f  a
T(a) a i ~ [ n ( n  + a y
this result together with the initial condition, which follows from (3 2), yields
log y(z) = z log c0 +  (p -  ? ) [ -  ^ log 2z -  z  log z +  z]
P -i  ^ <*_____Ori -L-1 _L /'_L /'vm   . .<}
+ E
:=i9
1  1  / . - 2 7 1 + 1 + c + o o .
(o + A )l°g z + o— /  ----- 1— T2 27TZ ,/—2n+l+c—oot S SlH(7T<Sj m=l
2n—2 / \m  —m
—771-  Ej= i
1 
7
1 i /•—2n-f 1+c+oos
( «  + « j ) l o g Z +  — -  /    rC (5 , -a j ) < is  +2  27Ti J - 2 n + l + c - o o t  SSm (7T S)
2n-2  ( \rn  -rn 
< (s,- (3t)ds+  £  — — — C(-
We now consider the integral,
( 3  3 )
1 y-Sn+l+c+oo. Kzs
-—  / ------ -— - u s ya)ds
Z7Ti J  —2 n + l + c —oot SSHl^7T5^
[s, —a ^ d s
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The result of Hurwitz plays an important role m our investigation of the above 
integral It gives us an extremely useful representation for the zeta function £(s ,a ), 
for real s negative, provided that 0 <  a <  1, namely,
C(5, a) = 2T(1 -  s) (27T)1-*
. 7t s . ^  cos(27ran) , tts. ^  sm(27ran)
s m ( y  )  £  n i  s  +  c o s ( t )  £71 = 1 n= 1 n 1 — 5
(3 4)
Following (3 4), for 0 <  a < 1 
r ( l  -  s)C(s, a) = 2i (27t)1_s
/ —t7TS «+ (e 2 + e 2 )
oo ( J im  an i z5—2tiran\
/  IZÉ. —tirs  . ( C  - f -  C )
(e 2 —  e 2 )  ^
71 = 1 nl —s
00  f ^ i t T r a n  ¿3— 2 i 7r a n \  I7TS — t i t s  . ^6 —  6  J
n = l n1 — 5
which reduces to
C(s, a) = r ( i  ~ s)  
t (  27r) 1 — 5
00  -1E l / I7TS-T—  e 2 e n1-s \L n = l
2i7ran — e 2 e— 2t7ran Ì
Since real s is negative on the contour of interest we may use this representation 
for CO,a) to evaluate the integral
TTZ -((s,a)dsJ r —2 n + l+ c + o <27T? J — 2 n + l + c —oo* 5  sill(7rs)
l  y —2 n + l + c + o o s
/ .
= hi
=  ¿jT
2 n + l + c - o o i  s s m ( 7 r s ) l ( 2 7 r ) 1 S
_ !  y - 2n + l + C+oo. ( 27T ^ )s r ( l  -  a )
2 n + l+ c — co t 5  Sin(7Ts)
00V ' _ L_ (e'-re^ k  _ =?±e-2i*ak) 
u-, k1- 3 V 'A7=l 
OO HT  —  (. fci- ® ve ' - f - e 2nrak _  e = f ± e - 2 i i r a k \.k = 1
Interchanging integration and summation, which is vahd because absolute conver­
gence allows us to manipulate the integral m this way (cf Titchmarsh [49] p300), 
we obtain,
/*—2 n + l + c + o o t
/ 7 T2 ° - C O ,a )d s27T2 y _ 2 n + l + c —oo* 5 S m ( 7 T 5 )
5w  r 2n+1+c+oot (2*7rA;z)sr ( l  -  s)
•/ — 2 n + l + c —oot
- 1  00 1 V -47t A;fc=i s sin(^5)
—2t7rafc / - 2™+1+ c+ ° 0i (  —2l7rA;z)Sr ( l  -  a )7:2 n + l + c — ooi S Sin(7T5)
Using T(1 — -s) =  —s r ( —5), this becomes
^ r —2 n + l + c + o o t  ^  ¿ s
  /27ri J - 2 n + l + c —001 5 S in (7 T 3 ) C (s,a)ds
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= — Y L 4 ¿1k 2.«k f - 2n+1+C+00i ( ^ k z ) ST ( s )L2 n + l + c — oot Sin(7T5)
-2,^0* / 2n+1+c+00‘ ( -2 i7 r fc z )T ( - s )
ds
72 n + l + c — oo*
Writing u=-s yields
j  r —2 n + l+ c+ o ot  ^ .¿ s
2 n + l + c — oot S sm (7 rs)± [27V I  J-
1 °° 1 , f 2 n - \ -
_  g2t7rak  I
^  J2n-\-
Sin(7T5)
£(s,a)ds
-ds
W  / 2" - 1- c- ° o t (2»7rfcz) ur Q ) ( du)
c+oot S in ( —7Tfi)
2n— 1— c— oot ( _/•a -7J2n -1- (—2i7rkz)  ur(w)„—2i-Kak I \-c-j-ooi sm( 7r?xj
- 1 1
4* §  * .2„»4 f2"- 1-e+”‘ (2‘»-fcz) “r(«)J2n—\ —c—ooi sin(Trtt)e  I -------- ;— ^-^-dun - - 
-1-c+oot
Sin(7Tii)
2t7rafc ( - 2 lKkz)~UT(u) ^t i n — i —-7J 2 n —l —c—
Making the substitution t = u — 2n +  1 gives
r—271+1+c+oot 7T -£(s, a)d,s- fJ7TZ2  y_2n+l+c-oot 5SHl(7T5)
CW  / c+00i (2»7T^)-w l r ( i  +  2n - l )- 1  00 1 =  — V -4tt —  fc ¿=1 7*/ —c—c sm(7r(i +  2n — 1)) dt
e- 2t,ak j ~ c+°°l (—2nrkz)~i~2n+lT(t  +  2 n - l ) rff
- 1  °° 1= — Y -47T r~i hK = 1
c— oot
Jliivak
sm(7r(i +  2n — 1))
(2i7rzA;) ( —)'
— 2n+l/ ,-2n+l ^ k z ^ T j t  +  2 n  -  1)
Sin(7T/) dt
—2inak (—2iwzk)~2n+1(—)~2n+l j  C"—  c+oot (—2«7r&z) r ( /  + 2n -  1)sm(7r/) dt
But, as defined by Olver [35] and later employed by Paris and Wood [36],
- 2 i e ~ ™ T u{x) =
—v p —x /*—c+ ootX  €
27n J Z
then
exTv(x) =
47T
r(^  + ^)a;‘
sin(7rs) 
c+oot r ( s +  v)x
-ds,
and we find that
„±2 n rz k T2n-i(±2nrzk) =
Sin(7T5) 
( ± 2 i7 T ^ ) - 2n+1( - ) 2" - 1
ds,
47T
J  —c—
c+oot r (5 +  2n -  l)(±2i7rzfc)'
s m (7 rs )
-ds
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Using Olver’s function, T2n-i(±2iirzk) ,  we obtain the following representation
1 y - 2n+l+c+oo! v z a
/ — r ^ ^ s'a’ds21^ 1 J—2n+l+c— ooi SSin^7TSj
OO 1 -
-  £  T \e2t*ake2t*kzT2n-i(2tirzk) -  e - 2^ kae~2l7:kzT2n-x(-2nvzk)\  
k = i k
Finally, we obtain
log y{z) = 2 log c0 +  ( p -  g )[-J log27r -  2 log 2 +  z]
f
+ E
1 2n —2 / _\m  —m
(7; + ~  C(- m î _ A)i=i
00
k
m=1
W  -I
^  £ [e2^ fc(-A)e2î7rfc2T2n_i(2î7rzfc) -  e- 2Mr*(_A)e- 2MrfaT 2„ _ i ( - 2*îr2*)
fc=i ^
-  £
j= i
1 2n-2  ( _ \ m  - m
( ~  +  a J ) \ o g z +  £  — — —. , - m771 =  1
OO -1
~ £  i  U2™h(~a3)e2™kzT2n-i(2nrzk) -  e - ^ - ^ e - ^ ^ T ^ i ^ i n z k )
k =1
(3 5)
where y(z)  is the solution of (3 1)
We shall show how truncation of the above series at its least term permits us to 
obtain the error function dependence of the Stokes multiplier out of the terminant 
? 2n - i  We take, as an example, the gamma function as considered by Pans and 
Wood Since T(z + 1) solves (3 1) with r(z)  =  2 +  1, (3 5) yields
logT O  +  1) =  ^log27r +  z lo g z  -  2
, 2n-2  (_\m -m.
~  ( « - l ) l ° g z - £  — — — C (-r a ,l)m=l00 1
+  £  if \e2" kzT2n-i{2i7rzk) -  e - ^ ^ - i ^ i i r z k ) ]
It follows directly that
I  -I 2re—2 /  \ m  - m
log r (z )  =  - \ o g 2 z  + ( z ~  - ) l o g Z - 3 -  £  ----— ---- C(~W»,1)
771 =  1OO -|
+  £  l  \e2tnkzT2n-i(2t irzk) -  e~2^ kzT2n^ ( - 2 n v  zk)
k=i
This result corresponds to that of Pans and Wood m [36], who by optimally trun­
cating the series Y?m=\ that is truncation at the term preceding
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the numerically smallest term, relate the leading exponentially small behaviour to  
the error function Noting that £ (—2m) =  0 for m  =  1 ,2 ,3  , we obtain,
2n—2 / \m  - m  n - 1  ( _ \ 2 m - l  -2 m + l
=  E ( ~ V _ , ;  «-*■ . +  !)
m = l  m=l v '
n - 1  1 - 2  m
= V  ~r~------- rC(l -  2m), (2m — 1) '
m = 1  '  '
But C(1 — 2m ) =  —-02m /(2m ) and the series reduces to
n - 1  p
- ° 2 m- E^  (2m)(2m -  I )*2™“ 1
Then writing 2 =  pel6 and using the following well-known result for large n,
2 ( —)"(2  »)'
^ 2" ' (2;r)2n
Paris and Wood establish that optimal truncation of the above series occurs for 
2irp «  2n — 1/2 +  a , |a | bounded
Under this choice of n, | ±  2i-r z \ ~  |2n — 1| and the results of 01ver[33] on the 
asymptotic properties of Tv{x) for large jar| may be used
For \v\ ~  (a?j, |a:| large, x = \x\el(^  Olver has shown that Tu(x) possesses the 
asymptotic behaviour
e - x - \ x \
~  1 +  e- *  v ^ F R 1^ 0 *1 '  )] W i ’ - £’
1 1 /------  / e-Mc2('W/2 \Tvix)  ~  -  +  -erf[c((j))^\x\l2}  +  O f -  tt+ £<</>< 3tt -  e,
with conjugate behaviour valid m sector - 37r + £ < <j> < it — £ The quantity c(cf>) is 
defined by
c^(<f>)2 = 1 +  i(<£ -  7r) -  ei^ _7r)
Applying this result m the neighbourhood of the Stokes line at argz  =  7r/2  Pans 
and Wood reduce the remainder term as follows
OORn(z) £ r |e *T2n-i(2nvzk) -  e~
k =l "
e ^ zT2n. x{2x-Kz) -  e~2t*zT2n-i(—2iirz)
zT2n- i ( - 2 n r z k )
rsj e 2irtz
2inz
1\  +  ^ 6r>- ^ c ^  +  
f\  + \ erf[c(6 + V 2 )y/*p\
— e— 2iir z (
e4xiz \
 ------ —  I O —> OO,
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We turn now to the treatment of the quotient of gamma functions which arose 
from the optical tunnelling problem Since the quotient of interest, namely y(z)  =  
r (z  +  i ) / r (2 +  I ) ,  is the solution of (3 1) with r(z) = (z + \ ) / ( z  +  | )  our result 
(3 5) yields
log r(»  + j )  r(* + f)
 i 2 n — 2  / \m — 771 o 1
- y los*  + £  — _ TO- [ C ( - ^ 4 )~ C ( -m ,- ) ]
m = l
oo -,
1  f  3 t n k-  £  -  \ e ^ e 2t‘nkzT2n. x(2vKzk) -  e ^  e 2t'rkzT2n - i ( - 2 i x z k j \
k = l
OO -1
+  £  T  [e1^ e2^ kzT2n-i{2vKzk) -  e_ 2lirfezT2n_i(-2i7r;2:À:)]
k = l
which reduces to
r(* + i) - I n  2V^2 ( - r 2“ror^/= ^ r lo g 2 + £  ------ —log
n * + D 2OO
-  E r
k = l
oo
m= 1
3t7T . & . *7T . ^
—to 4 4
2 t i r k z r
+ E rfc=i
[(e ~ )  - ( e T )  ] e ^ T 2n_ 1( 2 * 7 r ^ )  
[ ( e " ^ ) fc -  (e-^ )  ]e_2i7rfci:r 2ri_i(-2i7rzÀ;)
log
Retaining only the leading exponential behaviour, we find that
r (*  +  i )  - 1 , , 2^ 2 ( - r * - m r,, „ 3 ,-  = t  08 E  K ( -m. j ) -■
m = l
[(e2f ) _ ( e f ) ] e2^ r 2n_1(2z7T2)j 
[(e-^ )  -  ( e ^ L)]e_2,7r2r 2n_i(-2i7T2)]
r(* + I)
+
Then,
log r ( z + p  r (z + l ) - 1
2n—2 ^_ym ,^ -m
= -r-logz + £  — 3
m = l
e2^ r 2il_1(2i7T2) + e - 2‘« r 2n_i(-2*7ri)]
In the case where a ^  1 we no longer have even terms of the series
2n-2
m= 1 —m
vanishing However, this sum can be simplified using the relationship between the 
generalized zeta function and the Bernoulli polynomials, namely,
C( —TO, a) = — (TO + 1) ’
with to a positive integer Then, 
( - )2n-2  ( _ \ m  - m  2n-2  ( _ \ m  -È  --- 1 ------ C (-m:« )=  £  ~ ^  rxBm+l{a)
771 =  1 — m m (m + 1) '
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Consider again the series with £(—m ,a ) replaced by the difference “( ( —m, i )  — 
C (-m , |)” By the symmetry property of the Bernoulli polynomial [1, p804],
B n( 1 -  a) =  (- ) nB n(a)
It follows that -02m(l/4) — -B2m(3/4) and B 2m—\ (1/4) = - B ^ m - 1(3/4) Thus the 
coefficients of odd powers of 2 are identically zero We may estimate the coefficients 
of even powers as follows
From Abramowitz and Stegun [1] (23 1 17) we obtain the following asymptotic 
representation of the Bernoulli polynomials for m  large, by retaining only the dom­
inant term of the series,
n  M/1Ï (—)m2 (2 m - l)'sm(7r/2)
(—)m2(2m -  1)'
2m —1(2tt)
Optimal truncation will be achieved when term (2m — 2) ~ term (2m), that is 
optimal truncation occurs at the value of n for which,
k| -(2n- 2)|52n_!(l/4) -  f l2»-i(3/4)| |z|-2” |-82n+1(l/4) -  B 2n+1(3/4)|
But, for n large,
(2n -  2)(2n -  1) (2n)(2n + 1)
|2|2|2£2n -i( l/4 )l ^ |2J2n+i(l/4)|
(2n -  2)(2n -  1) ~ (2n)(2n + 1)
2 „  ( 2 n - 2 ) ( 2 n - l ) l^ 2n+i(l/4)| 
1 1 ~ (2n)(2n + l)|52n- 1(l/4)|
|£2n+i(l/4)| (2 n + l)(2 n )
|-02n-l(l/4)| (27r)2
and we find that n must take the value,
(2tx p f  ~ (2n -  2)(2n -  1)
Thus optimal truncation occurs for
27tp ~ 2n — 3/2 + 0 ( n -1 ),
and again the results of Olver may be used to write the remainder term m terms of 
the error function We obtain,
log r(* + l)r(z + |) 2
+ 2 .c2*“
1 2n- 2  ( _ \ m  - m  o 1
log 2 + £  _ _ _ _
m= 1
\  + I er + 7r/ 2 )v'i^]
4 J
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Noting that, for
S(6) = \  + \ e r f [ c (0 +  | ) v ^ ] L
S (0 ) = 1 fo r f  < |0| < 7T
S(0) = I fo r -HII
S(9) =  0 fo r 1*1 < f
we see that this expression for log j agrees with that obtained m §2 1 and also1 (2t  4 )
the result of Pans and Wood in [36]
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Resonance poles and Optical 
tunnelling.
4.1 Introduction
Until now, no attempt has been made to interpret the optical tunnelling problem 
m an abstract setting, approaches have set up a model equation involving the small 
parameter e, with a non-self-adjomt boundary condition corresponding to an “out­
going wave” at infinity Complex eigenvalues, with exponentially small, 0 ( e ~ 1^ £), 
imaginary part, have been found
In considering the optical tunnelling problem
y"(x) + (A + ex2)y(x) -  0, x £ (0,oo)
C hapter 4
j/(0) + hy(0) = 0, h > 0
with an outgoing wave condition as a; —► oo, we have seen that the boundary 
condition as x —»• oo renders the problem non-self-adjomt A  complex eigenvalue 
was shown to exist m the low er-half of the complex A-plane
As an alternative way of viewing the above problem we shall consider the related 
formally self-adjoint problem
y"(x) + (A + ex2)y(x)  = 0, x E (0,oo)
2/(0) + hy(0) = 0, h > 0
y G ¿ 2(0,oo), Im X  > 0
This problem clearly has no solution and as such possesses no eigenvalues However, 
if  we choose the solution to the differential equation which is L 2(0, oo) for ImX  > 0, 
namely D a - i / 2( ~ t z )i we find that this solution satisfies the boundary condition 
y’{0) + hy ( 0) = 0 in the lower half of the complex A—plane Thus while there is
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no solution to the differential equation which satisfies both boundary conditions 
simultaneously, it is possible to obtain a solution which satisfies the two conditions 
m different regions That is, the solution which is X 2(0, oo) for ImX  > 0 only, 
satisfies the other boundary condition for ImX <  0
The corresponding value of A cannot be interpreted as an eigenvalue but, as we 
shall see, corresponds to what is referred to m the literature, as a resonance pole 
In this way we shall illustrate the existence of a resonance pole m ImX <  0 which 
corresponds to the complex eigenvalue of the original non-self-adjomt problem  
Thus, a more theoretical setting for these problems can be found m the theory 
of resonances m quantum mechanics and in this chapter we shall investigate the 
relationship between complex eigenvalues and resonance poles We shall establish 
conditions under which eigenvalues of a non-self-adjomt problem correspond to res­
onance poles of an associated problem, obtained by replacing the “outgoing wave” 
condition by an “i 2(0,oo)” condition
Various definitions exist for resonances Employing the interpretation of reso­
nances given by Reed and Simon [40] we shall begin by exploring the connection 
with the Titchmarsh-Weyl m(A) function
Reed and Simon [40] consider the case of an unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho =  
—A  + W , where the potential W  is a real-valued function, on a domain V  m a 
Hilbert space 7i  Suppose Ho has an eigenvalue E n £ 1Z, that is Ha'S — E n S^ for 
some non-zero $  £ V  Suppose that the perturbed Hamiltonian H  — H q + V ,  where 
V  is another potential function, has no eigenvalue at En, but possesses a continuous 
spectrum on TZ The scattering amplitude E ) no longer has a delta function peak 
at E  = En, but a memory of the eigenvalue remains as a bump m the scattering 
cross-section This arises from a pole in the continuation of the scattering amplitude 
F {E )  into the lower half-plane
The authors make this physical description mathematically precise as follows 
Suppose there exists a dense s e t V c T i  such that for all $  6 V  both the resolvents
R ii(z)  =< $ ,( t f  -  z)-1 $  >
40)0)=< V ^ H o - z y ' V y
have analytic continuations across the real axis from the upper half-plane If R ^ \ z )  
is analytic at zq =  En — \ iT  and R ^ (z)  has a pole at zq for some \P, we say that zq 
i s  a resonance pole and T  is the width of the resonance
Reed and Simon go on to find the resonance poles by the method of dilations, 
but those methods are not directly applicable to problems involving delta- function 
potentials at x — 0+, which are present m our optical tunnelling models However, 
as we shall see, these ideas have their counterpart m the spectral theory of ordinary 
differential operators as found m the books [47], [48] of Titchmarsh
/
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4.2 Titchm arsh’s general Theory
Consider the unperturbed problem
y"(x) + {A -  Q(x)}y(x) = 0 x G (0, oo)
with a given boundary condition or singularity at x = 0. Let (f>(x, A) be a solution 
which satisfies the given boundary condition, or is finite at x =  0, ip(x,X) is a 
solution which is I 2(0, oo). From the general theory of one-dimensional problems, 
the Green’s function for the above problem is given by
r ( T c \\ -  I x < ^
_ ^ A ) V , ( x > A ) / u ; ( A )  ¿ < a :
Here w (A) denotes the Wronskian W((t>,rp)(x) which is known to be independent of 
x, by Titchmarsh [50,pl7]. Obviously , for <f>(x, A) , rf>(x,X) analytic functions of 
A the analytic properties of G (x ,£ ,  A) follow those of w (A) and eigenvalues of the 
above problem, if any exist, correspond to zeros of w (A) . Perturbing the problem by 
letting Q (x) —> Q(x) +  eS(x)  and consequently </>(x,A), xl>(x,X), u;(A) —*■ 4>(x, A,e), 
V>(x,A,£), w(X ,£ ) respectively, leads us to question how the zeros of w ( \ , e )  vary 
with e. Two questions arise, firstly,
“How do the new zeros relate to the zeros ofw (X ), the unperturbed eigenvalues?”.
It is long established, that in cases where the perturbed spectrum remains dis­
crete the perturbed eigenvalues, A n are related to the unperturbed eigenvalues, An, 
via,
roo
An = •*„ + £ /  S{x)ip l(x)dx +  0 ( £ 2) (4.1)
Jo
where ipn(x) is the unperturbed eigenfunction. [ This result can be verified by 
substituting the perturbation series,
A n = An + + ••••)
®n(*) = ^n(x)  + e ^ \ x )  + £2^ 2\ x )  +  ...,
into the perturbed differential equation, and equating like powers of £.] However, it 
often occurs, as is the case with the above optical tunnelling problem, that the per­
turbed spectrum becomes continuous while the above relationship, (4.1), still holds.
“How then do we interpret these “perturbed poles” or “pseudo-eigenvalues”?”.
Titchmarsh [48] considers problems for which for Q (x) —> oo, 5(x) —*■ —oo 
as x —*■ oo. He shows, for such problems, that while perturbing the spectrum 
renders it continuous, the above relationship between zeros of the unperturbed and 
perturbed Wronskians still holds. His explanation for this occurrence, which was 
later interpreted by McLeod [26], involves an investigation of the perturbed Green’s 
function.
It is well known that the eigenvalues of a one-dimensional problem are given 
by the poles of the Green’s function, which in turn correspond to the zeros of the
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Wronskian, w (A). A t such points the two solutions 4>(x, A), ip(x,X) are proportional 
and are therefore eigenfunctions, since both boundary conditions are satisfied, with A 
the corresponding eigenvalue. Titchmarsh found that, for the problems investigated, 
there are two Green’s functions (G^) one for either half-plane. The Green’s function 
for the upper half-plane can be continued analytically as a function of A into the 
lower half-plane (and vice versa), although it is no longer a Green’s function there.
Then we see that while a pole in the unperturbed Green’s function occurs at an 
unperturbed eigenvalue, a perturbed pole or pseudo-eigenvalue corresponds to a pole 
of the perturbed Green’s function in a region where it is no longer a Green’s function. 
This is equivalent to saying that the perturbed Green’s function for the upper half­
plane has a pole in the lower half-plane, near the unperturbed pole. Although the 
solutions (j>(x, X,e), ip(x,X ,e)  are proportional at such a perturbed pole, it has no 
signifance as an eigenvalue, since both boundary conditions are no longer satisfied, 
as ip is no longer L2(0, oo). However, such a pole gives rise to a bump in the spectral 
density dk(A) ( which we define shortly), this corresponds to the physical condition 
of a bump in the scattering cross-section mentioned by Reed and Simon and provides 
a measure of spectral concentration, see McLeod [26]. As such these perturbed poles 
or “pseudo-eigenvalues” can be interpretated as r e s o n a n c e  p o le s .
The crux of Titchm arsh’s interpretation lies in the fact that problems of this type, 
i.e. with Q (x ) —► 00, 5 (2:) —► —00 , satisfy conditions sufficient for the successful ap­
plication of iterative techniques for integral equations in constructing an Z 2-solution 
to the perturbed differential equation. The resulting solution is an analytic function 
of A, for A in the neighbourhood of the unperturbed pole An and when ImX  > 0 is 
equal to the required Z 2-solution, ip+(x,X,e).  It follows also that ip+(x,X,e)  may 
be analytically continued into the region ImX <  0 in a neighbourhood of An, as 
can w + (X,e)  and G+(a;,A,£), which by virtue of their definition and the existence 
of ip+(x, A,£) are regular in this region. This implies that the Green’s function for 
the upper half-plane can be analytically continued into the lower half-plane, where 
it is no longer the Green’s function but possesses a pole, in the neighbourhood of 
the unperturbed eigenvalue. See Titchmarsh [Part 2, 20.4] [48].
In the case Q(x)  = 0, S(x) =  —x 2, i.e., the generalised optical tunnelling prob­
lem, while the unperturbed problem has an eigenvalue at A = — h2, the perturbed 
spectrum is purely continuous and covers the entire axis [Naimark,pg229]. How­
ever, as we shall later illustrate, the given potential satisfies conditions necessary for 
u;(A,£) to be regular, that is, it is possible to successfully use iterative techniques 
to construct the required Z 2-solution to the differential equation. It follows that 
the above relationship between perturbed and unperturbed poles hold true. Clearly, 
the optical tunnelling problem is of the same type as those problems considered by 
Titchmarsh.
How do we obtain these resonance poles?
The answer to this question is found by appealing to the general Titchmarsh-
Weyl theory, which we now outline:-
Define the fundamental solutions 0(x,A), <^ >(x, A) to satisfy the boundary conditions
0(0, A) = cos a , ff'(0, A) = sin a
0(0, A) = sin a , <p'(0, A) = -  cos a ,
where a  = cot~l h. As discussed in Titchmarsh [47], Weyl showed that there exist 
functions w i^A), analytic in ImX >  0 or ImX  < 0, respectively, which may not be
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analytic continuations of each o ther, such th a t the  solution
A) = 0(x,  A) + m±(X)<f>(x, A)
belongs to Z 2(0,oo) for A m the upper and lower half-planes respectively Observe 
that m the type of problem considered by Titchmarsh, including the optical tun­
nelling problem, there are two Green’s functions, one for either half-plane, and the
Clearly, by construction W(<t>, 0) = 1 and W(<j>,<f>) = 0 and for m±(A) finite w(X) =  
1 However, at points where m±(A), has simple poles, if any such singular points 
exist, it is no longer sufficient to neglect the second term in the above Wronskian 
and w(X) is no longer equal to unity but takes the value zero To see how this arises 
recall that the Green’s function is defined as
choice of L2(0, oo) solution for the differential equation By construction, we have 
shifted the singularities of (?±(a:, £, A) from the simple zeros of w ± (A) to the simple
m(X ,£ ) does not change G (x ,£ , X,e)  and the previous relationships still hold We 
can therefore obtain resonance poles from poles of the Titchmarsh-Weyl coefficient 
function m(A,e) Clearly from the Titchmarsh-Kodaira formula, [47]
for any Ai < A2 6 1Z, a pole of ra(A) corresponds to a sharp peak in dk(A), the 
spectral density and thus is a resonance pole
4.3 Complex Eigenvalues and Resonance Poles.
functions m±  are not analytic continuations of each other The functions m ± ( A) 
are the T itchm arsh-W eyl coefficient functions 
Consider now the Wronskian
W(<j>, ip±) =  W((/),0 +  m±(A)</>) = W(<j>,0) + m±{X)W((j>,(j))
which, under our choice of ip±, reduces to
poles of m±(A) It should be noted that changing from zeros of w(X,e)  to poles of
k(X2) - k ( X i ) =  lim  — f
s-o+ 7r Jx1 Im, {m (n  +  itf)} <//i,
We shall proceed to establish the equivalence of the two approaches taken to the 
optical tunnelling problem We shall show that, for a certain class of potential func­
tions S(x),
T he com plex eigenvalue o f  th e non-self-adjoint problem  ,
Problem  (A ):
+ (A + eS (x))y (x )  =  0, x e (0 ,oo)
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w ith in itia l condition
y'(0) + hy(0) = 0
and “outgoing wave” condition
as x -*  + 00, y has controlling behaviour etp x^\  p(x) >  0,
corresponds to
T he resonance pole o f  th e problem  ,
Problem  (B ):
y ' \x )  + (A + eS (x))y (x )  = 0, x g ( 0 , o o )
with initial condition
y \ 0) + hy( 0) = 0
and
y G £ 2(0 , o o ), I m { A) > 0
[As we have already seen problem (B) has no solution and therefore no eigenval­
ues but may possess resonance poles ]
We shall start by obtaining criteria on S(x)  for the “outgoing wave” solution 
of the differential equation to coincide with the solution of the differential equation 
which is i 2(0, oo) m ImX  > 0 Equivalent results are given for Im X <  0 The only 
assumption we make is that S(x)  is such that there is a unique L2(0, oo) solution 
of the differential equation this is the limit point case of Weyl For S(x)  = x n, 
the differential equation is limit point for n = l, 2 For n > 2 there are two L 2(0, oo) 
solutions to the differential equation, the limit circle case, and our results no longer 
apply
Lem m a If l-S x^)! —> +oo as x —»• +oo, the “outgoing wave” solution y(x ,  A,e) 
of the differential equation belongs to Z 2(0, oo) for ImX >  0, A = fi + il>, provided 
that the following conditions hold true 
If S (x) —> +oo as x —► -foo the necessary condition is
( 3 2 ) ,
while, i f 5 ( x ) —►— oo as x +oo the condition becomes
^ r ^ - ^ f w r n - 0  { m
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If |S(x)| -> 0 as x -> + 0 0  there is no outgoing wave solution for Im X < 0 
P roo f
The standard W K B  method, Bender and Orszag [3], shows that there are two lin­
early independent leading behaviours as x —► + 0 0  given by
y(z,  A,e) ~  e~ tw/4(X +  e S ( x ) ) ~ 1/4exp[±t J X(A +  e S ( t ) ) l/2dt]
Case (a) Let S(x)  —► + 0 0  a s x -»  + 0 0  Hence A/[eS(x)] is small as x —*■ + 0 0  Then  
as x —► + 0 0
y ( x , \ , e )  ~ -----   Tu^xp  L b  f J e S ( t )  [1V ' (A + eS (x ))1/4 [ J V
9—t7r/4
-exp ± i  (y y/eS(t)d t  +  -J
+  2 ^ T )  +  ) ] d \
A /* dt
(X +  £S(x))1/4 
W riting A = ¿1 + *i/, f i ,v  we obtain as x —*• + 0 0
e ~iir/4
\ / £ S ( t)
?/(x, A,e)
( A - f - ^ x ) ) 1/4 
Taking the positive branch, as x —► + 0 0
g—t7r/4 I" ( x r
exp  ±* (y  \JeS{t)d t +  ^ j dt v  rx dtexp
T 2 J  y /eS{t)
y(x, A,e) [ i  f x  dt(A +  s5(a
v  f x dtexp
1
1
e
s.
1
It may now be seen that y (x ,X ,e )  6 £ 2(0,oo) m Jm A > 0 and the oscillatory term 
is an “outgoing wave” provided that
V ^ J  y / s ^ j d t  +  2 ^ J  ^ ( t j  >  0 (4 2)
□
Rem ark
Consider the solution to the differential equation which is m L2(0,00) for ImX < 0, 
the conditions are reversed In particular, the L 2(0 ,00) solution which corresponds 
to an outgoing wave for ImX >  0, does not correspond to an outgoing wave for 
ImX < 0
We are now m the position to provide a theorem which illustrates the correspon­
dence between the eigenvalues of the non-self-adjoint problem, Problem (A), and the 
resonance poles of problem (B) Although stated only in terms of generalised optical 
tunnelling type problems, it clearly holds true for the more general type of problem 
considered by Titchmarsh In fact provided conditions equivalent to (4 2) hold for 
potentials of the form, —(Q(x) + eS(x)) where, Q(x) —> 00 , S(x) —► —00 then all 
other conditions required m the following theorem have already been shown to hold 
by Titchmarsh [48]
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T heorem  Let S (x ) = xn with - 1  < ra < 2, n £ 11 and suppose that conditions 
of lemma hold true Then X(e) is an eigenvalue of the non-self-adjoint problem (A) 
if  and only if A(e) is a resonance pole of problem (B)
P ro o f
Let A(g) be a resonance pole of problem (B) It may be shown by direct argument 
that, when £ = 0, the problem (B) has a continuous spectrum on (0, oo) together 
with an isolated eigenvalue A(0) = - h2 For the perturbed problem, however, there 
exists a continuous spectrum over (—00, 00) [Naimark, p229], see Chapter 1 §1 for 
the case n = 2 We therefore have two Green’s functions, one for each half-plane 
and it requires to be shown that the upper half-plane Green’s function may be 
continued meromorphically to the lower half-plane From Titchmarsh §19 22, this is 
true provided
R (x , s ) =  - eS "i x ) ,  (4 3)
4 [A -e 5 (x )]2 1 6 [ A -£ 5 (x )]2
is L (x 0, 00) as a function of x Observe that R (x ,£) = 0 ( x ~ * ~ 2) and is m L (x 0, 00) 
for n > 0
The Green’s function is defined [51, §19 20] by
±(~ ’ * ’ ’ \  [ ¿ ( i , A , e ) i ± ( ® , A , e ) ] / t i > ( A , ' e )  , x > k
Hence G + (z,£ , A,s) may be meromorphically continued into ImX <  0, the only sin­
gularities being simple poles arising from the simple zeros of k;(A,£)
We may characterise the resonance pole A(s), as the pole of the continuation of the 
perturbed Green’s function G + (x ,£ ,  A, £) to the lower half-plane, where it, of course, 
no longer is the Green’s function This is equivalent to the condition that A(e) is a 
root of the equation
w( A,e) = W (^ (0,A,e),^ +(0,A,e)) = 0
Recalling that ip+(x,X,£) E X 2(0,oo) for ImX > 0 only, there is no contradiction 
here W riting the Wronskian as a determinant, and using the fact that <j> satisfies 
boundary condition (1 2), we have
0(0, A, e) ^+(0,A,e) 
-0(0, X,e)cota  ^ (0 ,A ,£ ) = 0
which reduces to
0(0, A ,£)[^ (0 , A,e) + cotatp+ ( 0, A,£)] = 0
W hen we recall that h = cota, this is equivalent to the requirement that A, £)
satisfies the boundary condition (12) with a  > 0 Because we know by the Lemma 
that W + ( x , A , £ )  i s  the “outgoing wave” solution, this is true if and only if A ( £ )  is an 
eigenvalue of the non-self-adjoint problem (A) □
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4.4 Com putation of the m(A) function.
Returning to the original problem [(1 1)-(1 3)] and employing the fundamental so­
lutions 6(x, X,e), <j>(x,\,e) previously defined, with a  =  cot~l (h) to ensure that 
4> satisfies the boundary condition (1 2), Titchmarsh-Weyl theory assures us that a 
solution to the differential equation which is L2(0,oo) in ImX  > 0 is given by
v>(x, A,e) = 0(x ,X ,e)  -I- m(A,£)0(x, A,e)
Knowledge of the asymptotics of the parabolic cylinder function enables us to 
construct this m(A,£) function as follows We observe that, because there is a con­
tinuous spectrum on the real axis, the m (A,£) functions will be different m the 
upper and lower half-planes m what follows we take m ( A,£) to be the Titchmarsh- 
Weyl function for ImX  > 0 Because we axe in the Titchmarsh limit-point case, we 
know that the L 2(0, oo) solution to the differential equation is unique to withm  
a multiplicative constant A  fundamental set for the equation is given by the 
parabolic cylinder functions D _ a_ i ( z ), D a_ i ( —iz)  discussed in Chapter 2 where
a = iX, z  =  e T 2 2 £ ix  Then it is easy to construct the fundamental solutions 
9 (z , A,£), <j)(z, A, £), to the differential equation,
w (X,e)9(z,  A,£) = |e ,7r^ 4£ 1/42 */2 smc*.C>a_ i(0 ) -f i c o s a D ' D _ a_ i ( z )
-)- {cos a£)/_o_ i(0) -  e- '71'/^-1/'^-1/2 sin a-D_o_|(0)| D a_ i ( —tz) ,
w{X,e)<j>{z, A,£) = | ism a £ )'a_ i(0 ) — e- ,ir/4£-i/42-i/2 Co s a D a_ i (0)| D _ a_±(z)
+  |sina D '_ a_ i (0) + e-,7r/4£~1/42-1/2 cosaZ>_a_i(0)|  D a_ i ( —i z )
where w(X,e)  is the Wronskian of 0,0 , evaluated at 2 = 0 From the asymptotic 
behaviour of U(a,z) given m §2, (2 11), [ recalling that D _ a_ i ( z )  = U ( a ,z ) ] we 
observe that
D a_ i ( - i z ) ~ e- ( - ^ 2/4( - iz ) a_1/2
exp
where as before we have written A =  11 +  11/, £ TZ We see from the asymptotic
form that for v = I m X  > 0, the solution to the differential equation, D a_ i { —iz)  is
in £ 2(0 ,00) as a function of x and is of outgoing wave form Thus the eigenvalues 
of the non-self-adjoint problem (A) correspond to the resonance poles of m(A,£) It 
remains to construct m(A,£) by combining 0(z,  A,£) and <j>(z, X,e)  m such a way that 
the non-L2 exponential terms cancel and we obtain a multiple of the L 2 solution 
D a_ i ( —iz)  This leads to the choice
2
|e t7r/4£ 1/42 1/ 2 s m a D a__i(0) + zc o sa D /a_i(0)|m (X,e) =  --p---------------------------------- ?-----------------------2 J
|îs in  otD’a_ i(0) — e-,7r/4£-1 4^2-1/2 cos a D a_ i ( 0)j
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and we obtain the L2(0,oo) solution to the differential equation,
- e - ,ir/ 4£ - 1/ 4 2 - 1/ 2 JD 0_ i ( - i z )
ip(z, A,e) = w(X ,£)
The resonance poles correspond to poles of the m(A,£) function and are obtained 
from
!s in ft i) 'a_ i(0 ) -  e-l7r/4£-1/42-1/2 cos a D a_ i  (0) = 0 
which reduces to U{a, 0) eW 42i/ V / 4 (1 + iem*)
U'(a,0) ~  h ( l  — ietan)  ^ ’
This is exactly the eigen-relation (2 15) obtained by the direct approach of chapter 
2 We have therefore illustrated the equivalence of the non-real eigenvalue of the 
non-self-adjoint problem and the resonance pole of the associated problem in which 
an “Z 2(0, oo)” replaces the “outgoing wave” condition for the generalised tunnelling 
problem [(1 1)-(1 3)]
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C hapter 5
C onclusions
In our investigation of the model eigenproblem we took a number of approaches, 
illustrating their equivalence at least for the optical tunnelling problem. A  wide 
range of techniques were employed, ranging from abstract linear operator theory 
in a Hilbert space to very heavy asymptotic manipulation. We established the 
correspondence between the “eigenvalue” of the non-self-adjoint problem, comprising 
the ordinary differential equation y" + (A + ex2)y  = 0 with homogeneous boundary 
condition at the origin and outgoing wave condition as x —► oo, and the resonance 
pole of the associated self-adjoint problem. This associated self-adjoint problem 
resulted from replacing the outgoing wave condition at infinity by the requirement 
that the solution be Z 2(0,oo).
This result was proved for differential equations of the form y" + (A + exn)y = 0 
with — 1 < n <  2, however it should be possible to extend these findings and 
thus provide a clear connection between complex eigenvalues and resonance poles. 
This we intend to do in a subsequent paper. Perhaps it may then be possible 
to establish a technique, corresponding to the method of dilations due to Reed 
and Simon, for finding resonance poles and thus complex eigenvalues of problems 
involving potentials which are large at infinity.
D ivergent Integral
series * R epresen tation
D ifferential/ 
D ifference eqn.
The very recent work on exponential asymptotics, reviewed in Chapter 1, has 
aimed either directly or indirectly at providing a fuller understanding of the rela­
tionship between divergent series, integral representations and differential/ differ­
ence equations. W hile Berry’s formal, and Olver’s subsequent rigorous, smoothing 
of Stokes discontinuities provided the foundations for a complete understanding of 
divergent series and the occurrence of Stokes phenomenon in both integral and dif­
ferential equations, the area of difference equations has as yet been largely neglected.
It is true that most special functions satisfy differential equations, and possess
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integral representations, m addition to satisfying difference equations However, as 
we have seen the gamma function is an example of a function whose asymptotics must 
be obtained directly from a difference equation The need for a fuller understanding 
of Stokes phenomenon m the case of difference equations follows not only from the 
necessity of exponentially improved approximations to functions such as the gamma 
function but also, m the case of functions of two or more variables, more relevant 
approximations may be obtained from the associated difference equation Consider 
a function of two variables, Y (xj,  x2) Y (x  1 , 2:2) satisfies a differential equation m 
variable xi  and a difference equation m x 2 W hile the asymptotics of Y  with respect 
to Xi may be obtained from the differential equation it is not implausible that the 
difference equation will provide fuller asymptotics of Y  with respect to x 2
Thus much work remains to be done m the area of exponential asymptotics if  
a rigorous theory of exponentially improved asymptotics is to be established for a 
wide class of functions and difference or differential equations
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